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Rather Complicated Water Such Is Ruling on Motion to Robert Patterson Killed by Senators and Representatives Their Sphere Higher Than Tomorrow and Wednesday
Substitute for Conser
Talk Over Situation at
Doctor's or Lawyer's, Says
in Historic Reception Room
Lightning Near Roy,
Rights and Land Case
Measure
vation
Mora
From San Juan County
White House
of Old Palace
County
Mayor Seligman
CEMENT
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Three Water Gauges Installed, Hurry Call to Members of House Woman and Son Rendered
to Be on Deck
conscious by Bolt Near
Two on Rio Puerco and
Jose.
Portales.
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injunction restrains the defendants
from interfering in any manner with
the plaintiff or his employes grazing,
pasturing or watering his stock on the
public range or on unenclosed lands.
Water Gauges for Rio Puerco.
inHydrographer J. B. Stewart has
stalled automatic water gauges on the
Rio Puerco at La Joya, the mouth of
the river, and at Puerco, where the
crosses it. He inSanta Fe cut-oNew York, June 6. A scare among
stalled a gauge also on the San Jose,
short for July and August
operators
at
a tributary of the Rio Puerco,
of
cotton, sent prices up in a
delivery
Saunee, a station on the Santa Fe railsensational
way this morning.
July
road in Valencia county.
cotton sold at two dollars a bale above
General.
Opinion by Attorney
the closing figures of last week at
The following is a copy of an opion-io$15.20, while August sold at $14.60, or
of the attorney general as to pubhtirty
points higher. Nothing in the
lishing the statement filed by a for- market news accounted for the jump.
eign corporation with the articles of
'

ff

n

incorporation.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa,
Secretary of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: In response to the request contained in your letter of the
31st ult., I have to say that I am clearly of opinion that the statement required from foreign corporations by
Section 102 of Chapter 79 of the laws
of 1905, in addition to a copy of the
charter or certificate of incorporation,
falls within the provision of Section
135 of the same act as to publication
I believe that you
in a newspaper.
are quite correct in holding that such
a statement may be considered as a

to the charter or cerwhich must
incorporation
tificate
be filed, and therefore must be published in accordance with Section 135.
A strong reason to support the propriety of this holding is to be found
in the fact that the "statement" must
contain information as to the
ation similar to that which is required
by Section 7 of the act, in the cer- supplement
of

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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OPENED

PAINTINGS

TODAY

OFJU.

ROLLINS

Legal Representatives of Twenty Superintendent Conway Pro- - Public Invited to View Notable
Five Western Systems Meet
mises Position to Every
Canvasses of Celebrated
at Chicago.
Pedagogue.
Artist.
Declaring that the hayseed and the
school inarm are of greater importance to the commonwealth than are
the physician and the lawyer, and
that while Santa Fe has no steel mills
or factories to boast of it has something better in the way of a superb location and peerless climate with every
breath of a air a free tonic, Mayor
Seligman this morning opened the
Santa Ve County Teachers' Institute
in the high school auditorium.
There were 44 teachers, holding
third grade certificates at the opening and by litis evening ten more are
expected to arrive. The institute will
probably have an attendance of 75
teachers before it closes this summer.
Mayor Seligman was asked to address the teachers by County Superintendent of Schools John V. Conway,
and by Mrs. Dixon, who is directress
of the institute. The mayor said in

Washington, 1). C June C. A number of senators and representatives
saw President Taft today, regarding
the railroad
rate action.
Senator
Depew of New York said: 'T do not
sympathize with the railroads in this
instance.
They should have submitted the proposed increase in rates to
the interstate commerce commission,
and sought a hearing before that body.
They then could have presented their
case to the public and the chances are
rates would have been approved, in
part anyway, but the companies went
about this in a wrong way and at the
wrong time. I hope the railroads see
their way clear to go back and follow
the course I have suggested. In
circles today it seemed
to be the opinion that the conference
this afternoon would not result in any
change of the administration's public
policy."
Railroad Attorneys Meet.
Chicago, 111., June 0. Legal repre
western rail- sentatives of twenty-fiv- e
roads met in the offices of General Solicitor Gardner Lathrop of the Santa
Fe road today to define the line of de
fense against the recent action of the
government in the matter of freight
rates and to choose special counsel to
take charge of the proceedings.

ArtUts and lovers of the beautiful
have an exceptional opportunity

will

to enjoy a choice collection of paintings on southwestern subjects during
the next few days. W. K. Rollins, the
celebrated delineator and colorist of
Indian life, will exhibit some of his

southwestern canvasses at the historic reception room of the old Palace
beginning tomorrow, Tuesday, June 7,
and continuing for two days, closing

substance:
"Ladies

It gives
pleasure to offer
you the freedom of our city in behalf
of the city council and the people of
Santa Fe. It is with regret, however,
thal cannot welcome you in a city
fllIed wilb factories and
mills and
stet'l l'lants, which are always of in
terest to the strange and which seem
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Wednesday, June S. The exhibition
will be under the auspices of the ladies' board of the School of American
Archaeology and the affair promises to
be of unusual brilliance.
There will
be three visiting sessions daily, during which the paintings will be open
to the public, from 10 to 12 mornings,
from 2 to o in the afternoon and
from 7 to ID evenir..
Light refreshments will be served during the
afternoon and evening hours each
day and the exhibition will be in the
nature of a reception to which all are
cordially invited. Mrs. Nathan Jaffa
will preside Tuesday afternoon and
evening assisted by the following patronesses: Mrs. James L. Seligman,
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter, Mrs. Sylvanus
G. Morley, Mrs. Francis C. Wilson,
Mrs. J. E. Wood, Mrs. R. J. Palen,
Mrs. A. M. Bergere and Mrs. B. M.
Thomas.
Wednesday afternoon and
evening, Mrs. R. J. Palen will preside
assisted by the following patronesses:
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Miss Massie, Mrs. L. A. Hughes.
Mrs. Jacob Weltnier, Mrs. Hamilton
Lapp and Mrs. John R. McFie.
Mr, Rollins, the artist from whose
clever brush come the canvasses
which are to be exhibited, is a
and for some years devoted
himself to marine subjects in the portrayal of which he is asknowledged to
be without equal in his own state. His
pictures have hung in art exhibitions
in Boston, New
Y'ork,
Washington,
Denver, Los Angeles and San Francisco and everywhere they have met
with favorable mention and well merited reception.
It was a commission from the Lewis and Clark exposition
which first
turned Mr. Rollins' attention to Indian
life as a subject for his canvasses,
and he at once sought out for his
models, Indians who still follow their
primitive customs and methods of
life. Unlike many artists who only
paint from the outside and gather
their impressions from the windows of
a Pullman car, Mr. Rollins (has lived
right among the Indians not for weeks
only but for several years, and has
gathered and reflected in his paintings
a faithful picture of their life.
Perhaps Mr. Rollins' masterpiece is
his painting of the Grand Canon of
Arizona, now owned by President Ripley of the Santa Fe road. One of the
chief attractions of the coming exhibit
will be the original study from which
the Ripley picture was made.
Other canvasses of note will be
"San Gabriel Mission", "Tttie Olid
Church at Taos," "The Old Model,
and a number of studies made recently at the pueblo of Laguna.
Mr. Rollins accompanied by Mrs.
Rollins, who is herself a writer and
student of Indian life, will spend the
summer at Taos, but will remain in
the city until after the close of the
coming exhibition.
Cali-fornia- n

j

ROOSEVELT WILL MAKE
POLITICAL SPEECHES IN TEXAS.

KING OF NEGRO GAMBLERS
ABOUT TO CASH IN.

"Pony" Moore of Chicago, But Former
ly of Dallas, Texas, on His
Death Bed.

INSTITUTE

land industrial lines. But we can show
JUDGE JOHN C POLLOCK
that is more beautiful
UPHOLDS PROHIBITORY LAW you something
ith:in a luifp factory anil offer von air
that is purer than that which comes
Thirsty Ones Can No Longer Find Re-- ! from a smoky city. We have a city of
lief in the Drug Stores of State
most, picturesque location and its
Kansas.
jmate is unrivalled. There is ozone in
the air that comes down from those
mountain pines nearby and there is
A
6.
Kan.
decision
June
Topeka,
of Judge John C. Pollock,, of the oxygen in this altitude of 7,000 reel.
United States district court, announc-- j This climate is bracing. It invigorates
and body and we are proud of
ed here it is believed will settle m
nature
s gifts,
the
between
Kansas
controversy
and Hard Work,
Harmony
pharmacists and the courts as to the
"l see stamped on your faces the
validitv of the prohibtory act of 1909.
You
Judge Pollock upheld the act abso- - faces of harmony and hard work.
success
to
both
the
have
attain
had
no
in
in
and
his
liquor
opinion
lately
wise can be sold in Kansas except on which has been yours and it. is necesana
nara
com
nine narmony
a physician's prescription and then sal"y t0
work to achieve success anywhere.
only by the physician himself.
The decision was made in the case Life is a constant struggle and perof Samuel A. Harrison, owner of a sonally I have no great use for the
woman nor for the custom
drug store in Kansas City, Kansas. tailor made
man.
made
(Laughter.) There are
Harrison, who lives in Missouri, ask
ed that Joseph Taggart, prosecuting mose in tne worm wno are coiisiauuy
attorney of Wyandotte county, Kan., perpetrating jokes at the expense of
be restrained from taking action to the rough shod farmer and who is
prevent him obtaining a permit from called a hayseed and also jests at the
the nrobate court to sell liauor. Har teacher who is termed the 'school
rison held that the act of 1909 was marm.' From what I have been able
to learn by experience,
the farmer
unconstitutional, in that it
'really gives us the staff of life and
ed with the original
ithe teacher the government that
amendment of 1881.
makes that life a useful one. Next to
the parent stands the teacher and the
ENGLAND WILL SEND
life of our government would be short
S.
U.
TEAM
POLO
TO
indeed were it not for the teacher's
Will Seek to Capture
International guiding hand, training the youth of
citizen. I
j the land to become a useful
Trophy Now in Possession of
Meadowbrook Club.
place the farmer and the school teachthan
that
er on even a higher plane
London, June 6. At a meeting to-- ; ' of the doctor and of the lawyer. No
day, a committee of the Burlingiham one, it seems to me, can fail to see
Polo Club definitely decided to chal-- j that teaching morality, sobriety and
lenge this year for the international correct thinking occupies any but the
cup now in possession of the Meadow highest sphere in life."
brook Club. A team will be sent to
This Noon.
The mayor concluded wishing the
the United States to consist of twin ' teachers a profitable and enjoyable
R. and F. Grenfe't, the Earl!jcllrn in the city during the institute
Former President
London, June
Roosevelt and Mrs. Roosevelt were en- of Rock Savage and Lord Wodehouse. ana- concluded by paying a tribute to
tertained at luncheon today by King The Duke of Roxbury is lending his both Mr. Conway and to Mrs. Dixon
George and Queen Mary at Marlbor- stable of ponies to Lord Wodehouse.
for the work they have accomplished
ough House.
along educational lines.
east-boun-

Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Gypsite Cement and
Plaster Company of Acme, Chaves
county. The capitaliziation is $100,-00divided into 1,000 shares. The incorporators and directors are: Charles
W. Bayliss of Kansas City, 333 shares;
Clifford A. Bonds of Kansas City, 333
shares; F. W. Wilsey of Chicago, 322
shares; F. C. Smith of Acme, 1 share;
Kansas City, 1
Cliff Langsdale of
share.
The Empire Construction Company
of Roswell, Chaves county, filed incorporation papers today. The capitalization is $100,000 divided into 10,000
slhares. .The incorporators and directors are: Raymond R. Kendrick of
Roswell, who is also the New Mexico
agent; Malcolm F. Loomis of Roswell; Julius Beeman of San Francisco; Fred L. Tubbs of Omaha Neb.;
and G. A. Richardson of Roswell.
Third Injunction Issued.
Judge John R. McFie today signed
the third injunction thus far issued in
the case of M. A. Cooper vs. R. H.
et al., in San Juan county. The
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Washington, June 6 By a vote of
Albuquerque, X. M., June 6. Beto 24 the Senate today made the
lated reports show that Friday night's
administration land withdrawal bill electrical storm in
this section did
the order of business. Before a vote serious
Robert
Patterson
damage.
was taken on a motion to substitute
the statehood bill which was held not was rendered unconscious, and his
house was burned near Roswell. Mrs.
to be in order.
Lizzie Prill and son of Portales were
Stephens' Resolution Defeated.
knocked unconscious and their house
Special to The New Mexican.
set on fire.
Washington, D. C, June 6. lu an
Rain at Texico.
extended debate whether statehood, or
Texcio, N. M., June 6. A three inch
the conservation bill, is to be considered first, Carter, Smoot and oth- rain fell here Friday night in torrents
ers said that as many Republicans as lasting over two hours and extending
e
Democrats would vote for statehood over a territory 70 miles west to
and 45 miles east to Hereford,
to follow the conservation bill. By a
vote of 40 to 24 the conservation bill Tex., ten miles south and 40 miles
was considered first. In the House, north. This immense scope w(f "uniPayne is now talking against the joint formly covered with atfownpour,
resolution taking a million acres from thoroughly soaking theground to the
insures a bumNew Mexico and adding it to Texas. lower moisture,
per crop of corjf broomcorn, maize,
The resolution was defeated.
millet, etc. Stock is in excellent conCoal Lands Measure Passed.
Washington, June 6. The House dition.
bill authorizing the disposal of the surface of coal lands for agricultural pur- AGED MAN RUN DOWN
BY HORSE AT CERRILLOS.
pose, was passed by the Senate today. The measure, which is considered very important, now only re- McNulty's Colt
Breaks Loose and
quires the signature of the President
Dashes Down Railroad Street
to make it law.
Injuring Jose M. Garcia.
The bill will permit the settlement and cultivation of vast areas of
Special to The New Mexican.
public lands which, while they have
Cerrillos, N. M., June 0. About
been withdrawn on account of their
noon on Saturday, the young horse of
coal deposits are still open for agri
J. P. McNulty which he had been
culture, under the terms of the bill.
The government does not part with its breaking in to drive, broke loose from
control of the coal, under this ineas- - a corral and raced down Railroad
street knocking down and running
ure.
GarSenate Judiciary Committee Meets. over an aged man named Jose M.
was crossing the track just
who
cia,
6.
The
June
Senate!
Washington,
of an approaching
judiciary committee today took favor- - ahead
able action on the nomination
of freight train. Garcia failed to notice
Gordon Russel to the United States j the maddened horse. Because of his ad
judge for the western district of j vanced age, Garcia's injuries are con:
serious, one arm being broken
"
j sidered
Texas.
in several places besides sustaining
j
al
Et
at
White
House.
Ripley
Washington, D. C, June 6. Presi-- bruises about the chest, head and
dents Ripley of .the Santa Fe, Delano face. The unconscious man was taken
of the Wabash, and Fellon of the Chi- - to his home and is being cared for by
a local physician.
cago and Great WTestern, will confer
on
with President Taft this afternoon
the railroad freight rate schedule. At- JACK JOHNSON FIRES
MANAGER GEORGE LITTLE.
torney General Wickersham probably
will be present.
Latter is Determined to Hold Colored
Hurry Call for Members.
Washington, June 6. Hurry calls
Fighter to What He Terms
went out today for all members of
a Contract.
the House, Republicans and Democrats, to come back prepared for a
San
June 6 That,
contest tomorrow over the question he hadFrancisco, Calif.,
with
relations
all
severed
whether the House concur in tlhe Sen- and
his
former
Little,
manager,
George
ate amendments to the administration
would manage his own affairs at least
railroad bill or send the measure to until after the battle with
Jeffries,
conference.
Chairman Mann of the was
statement
made
the
by Jack
today
interstate and foreign commerce com- Johnson.
Little today in his determittee will insist on the bill going to
conference. It is expected that he will mination to hold Johnson to the terms
be backed by the majority of Repub- of the contract he claims to have
Litlicans. The Democrats have not yet made with the fighter, and which
runs
said
tle
declares
until
1911,
May,
decided on their course, but there is
a strong movement on foot to concur he will take legal steps to see that
he is not "juggled" out of it and intiin the Senate bill.
mated his action might interfere with
the fight itself.
COTTON TOOK SUDDEN
JUMP UPWARD.
ROOSEVELTS ENTERTAINED AT
LUNCHEON BY KING GEORGE.
Scare Among Operators Short for July
and August Causes Frenzy on
Were Guests of Honor of the Royal
Exchange.
Couple at Marlborough House

Governor Mills will return this evening with the other members of the
autogood roads commission from an
mobile trip over the road from Las
Vegas to Mora, which the good roads
commission proposes to put into good
shape.
Convict Escapes.
One of the convicts in the good
roads camp, on La Bajada Hill, twenty miles south of Santa Fe, made his
escape yesterday.
Mounted Police Active.
Mounted Policeman John W. Collier
upon his return yesterday from Thornton where he investigated the murder
of a Chinaman, left this forenoon for
Chamita, Rio Arriba county, to arrest
a young man for criminal assault on
the daughter of Pedro P. Salazar.
Rafael Galle-go- s
Mounted Policeman
has returned from Espanola,
where he investigated a case of criminal assault.
Captain Fred Fornoff today received
the following unique notice from Cuba,
with the petition that he look for the
young man who appears to be lost:
"Fotographia of the young Joseph
Anthony Ojeda, Cubans. Estudente in
'thit state Collage" of Angola Indiana.
E. U. To go out of the Collage for go
to wals to Cuba in the months of
June of the last year, and not had
more noticis of he. Say pry to which
know of his life or death, gives noticis
to the Governor
very acknowledged his alarms
fathers. (Is to gratify with $25 which
give noticis for he.
"A. OJEDA.

READY

IN TEXAS

Cecil Lyons Announces That
dent Will Come in Time to Help
Republican State Candidates.

Mr. Conway's Promise.
Mr. Conway delivered a brief

j

'

San Antonio, Texas, June 6. Cecil
chairman of the state Republi- can executive committee, last night
confirmed the report that Mr. Roosevelt would visit Texas this fall, and
make several addresses in the interest
for the
of Republican
candidates
state officers.

Factions of Whites and NeChicago, June 6. "Pony" Moore,
groes Clash at Town of
one time negro king of gamblers, is
about to ."cash in". For many years
Orange
he was leader of tlhe gambling fraternity in Chicago. Moore has been unconscious since Saturday morning the TWO
KILLED FIREMAN OVERCOME BY
BLACK
MEN
result of a paralytic stroke and phyFLAMES AND SMOKE.
sicians say he cannot recover. Moore
'came to Chicago about 25 years ago Found in the Streets Shot to Two
Are Dead and a Number Are
from Dallas, Texas.
Badly injured in Fire on River
Death by Unknown
Front in New York.
Persons- - ,
DASTARDLY MURDER
NEAR MARSHALLTOWN, IA.
New York. June 6. Two firemen
Houston, Txas, June 6. As the were killed, more than a score over-- :
Husband, Wife and Son Found Dead result of a long feud between certain come by the strifling fumes in fight-- ,
in Their Home Sixteen Miles
elements of the whites and negroes at
the warehouse fire near the North
From City.
Orange, Texas, Rankin Moore, a ne- river front today. Fireman Timothy
gro was killed last
it is said, by Cotter died on the sidewalk after hav- June 6. Ray white men. Earlier night
la.,
Marshalltown,
in the day Doug- ing been carried from the upper floor;
Hardey, wife and son were found mur- las Lemon, another negro, was found where he had lain unconscious more
dered this morning in their home six- shot to death on the street by un- than an hour in a pool of water. Three
teen miles southeast of this city.
of the injured are in serious condition.
known persons.

;

FROM

dress to the teachers this morning
tolling them that he means to find a
niace for every teacher attending the
institute, either in Santa Fe county
or somewhere in the territory and
gaid that the date for holding the
stitute had purposely been placed
early so that these positions might be
properly filled.
The Santa Fe county teachers' institute convened this morning at 8
o'clock at the Santa Fe high school
building, under the direction of County Superintendent John V. Conway,
conductor, Mrs. George Dixon, and Instructor J. A. Wood.
Forty-fou- r
teachers are enrolled for
the first day and it is expected that
this number will be increased to 75.
County School superintendent Con
way and Mrs. Dixon addressed the
teachers, followed by Hon. Arthur
Seligman, mayor of the city, who
made the address of welcome. Profes-insor J. A. Wood who is absent from
the city, is expected home the latter
part of the week, when he will assume
his duties in the institute.
Inclinations point to the most suc- g

(
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to Shoot
and Kill Her Husband Couple
Lived Formerly at El Paso.

Jealousy Prompts Woman

It was reported from Tucumcari,
Quay county, today that Mrs. Irene
Kent formerly of El Paso, Texas, shot
and killed her husband while in a
frenzy of jealousy because of the attentions she thought he paid other
women. She is now in the county jail
and waived a preliminary hearing. The
couple formerly lived at El Paso and
the Red Light district of Tucumcari,
is said to be blamable for the tragedy.

HAMILTON WILL MAKE
AERIAL FIGHT FOR PRIZE.
Trip From New York to Philadelphia
and Back the Same Day for

Times Trophy.

New York. June 6. Next Saturday-CharleK. Hamilton, aviator, will sail
from Van Cortland Park in his attempt to fly to Philadelphia and back
in the same day for the prize offered
by the New York Times.
s
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DAY BY DAY.

Dinah Mulock Craik.)
Fury day lias its dawn,
lis soft and silent eve,
Us noontide hours and bliss or bale
Vliy should we grieve?
i

m

Jersev Cream
Pansy
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hy do we heap
j

huge

mounds
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of

ears

Before us and behind,
And scorn he little days that pass
Like angels in the wind?
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turning round
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GIVE CASH EFGISTFB TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

small

sweet

ace
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No. 40

Telephone
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Yes. every day has

FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, WatcUes, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

s

v

gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your

r

n.
0.

The
Denver, Colo., June
S forecost is generally fair to- -staV night and Tuesday with
lionary temperature.

it,
li never comes again.

m SEE

A

Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that

And so it turns from us and goes
.,
Away in sad disdain;
V
Though we would give our lives for

its dawn,
Its noontide and its eve;
we live, giving
H i ,ive while
thanks
He will not. let us grieve.

Mli

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

Faultless
in every detail.

We will not clasp it as it flies,
And kiss its lips and brow;
We will nol bathe our wearied souls
In its delicious Xow.

inter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

a

As heantiful as near;
Because it is so small a face
We will not see it clear.

WE

CALL

COR8EK

footwear if vou
come to us tor a pair of

summer
N

Ls

$400
$500

mr'f

Don't Fail to See the pictures at t'he
theater tonight. Owing to the:
band concert tonight, the show will not
stari until
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Initiated 13 Candidates The Span-- ;
Regal quarter-size- s
Alliance met yesterday
the
and
be
new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may
afternoon after the I)e Vargas proces-- !
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do V rest
sion and initiated Ki candidates.
Letter Morgue There is one letter
i.a the "Postoffice
Letter Morgue" to- in pencil to San-- !
It.
is
addressed
day.
la Fe, X. M., and in the upper left
hand corner are the words 'Return In
days to Abel Benavidez."
London
of the
Memorial Edition
Times A thoughtful subscriber today!
presented the editorial office with a
ropy of the Memorial edition of the
London Times issued on May 2;j in
memory of the late King Edward VII.
Show Tonight at 8:45. See that
Aztec sacrifice, this picture is taken
from history. Don't fail to see it.
County Commissioners in Session
The board of county commissioners.
convened today as a board of equali- zation to revise the assessment, re-- !
turns. Commissioner I. Sparks pre-- ;
sided and Commissioners Alfredo Lu- cero and Jose Ortiz y Pino were in
I'jkfi'

i,od

foot-leng-

at
Bids for $130,0C0 Improvements
Fort Bayard Bids for improvements
amounting to $1:10,000 were opened at
jiKort. ISayard last week.
Given Con
Santa Fe Contractor's
tract Lyon & Axtel of Santa Fe were
P'l
n veil he contract to build the $5U,
ill..! high school at, Roswell.
Bitten By a Rattlesnake A little
girl at Cerro. Taos county, wa3 bitten
by a rattlesnake. Dr. I. N. Woodman
opened the arm from wist to the elbow and the victim is now out of
danger.
Administrator District
Appointed
Attorney E. R. Wright of Santa Rosa
has been appointed executor of the
last will and testament of Judge P. D.
Morse of Santa Rosa, whose son is
made the sole heir.
Struck By Lightning While S. G.
Wimberly and his father J. E. Wim-berlIS miles north of Fort Sumner,
Guadalupe county, were working in
the fields their shack was struck by attendance.
lightning and they were thrown down
Death of Prominent Citizen of Clay-- ;
by the shock but escaped serious in-- ; ton Assistant
Land Commissioner.
jury.
Mateo Lilian today received word of
Deaths From Smallpox 'the death at
Three
Clayton of John F. Wol-- !
Julia, the seven year old daughter of
75 years, an extensive sheep
aged
fert,
Francisco Trujillo died at the pest-- ; and real estate owner, who four years
house at El Paso, Texas, of smallpox.
ago served very efficiently as county
Coneepcion Chaves, a sixteen year old treasurer and tax collector. The de-girl is at the point of death at the ceased leaves a wife and six children.
pest house and Vice Consul Gourley
See the Cowboy's Devotion at the
died there recently.
Elks' theater tonight.
A
One Marriage License
marriage
Peerless vs. Albuquerque AQ. Sun-1t
n 1.--1,
UmiiVi
,
uy v,inh .iiu.ju
license is&ueu I.,.
to
rn- r.m.mHQ
UdY. UUHC
Ift wmm
Charles E. Thomas, aged l!9 and it J. i u The
team is one of;
AQ.
Albuquerque
Nellie Loonier, aged 23 years. The
fastest teams in the Santa Fe;
,
1..
..uu. rlninir, r,nA the
coup.e came
Railroad
League and the fans of Santa
were married Saturday by he Rev
loQk
forward t0 seeing one of
W. Pratt of the Church of the Hol
wh0e
ae;lS0n
.
Faith. The bride's birthday anmver-have ueen
',1
define
arrangemenls
sary. ,s tomorrow.
for & game o. gun(1ay the 12th
.
Deaths at Albuquerque Ralph Ken-almost certain that the Peerless!
dal Noble, aged 25 years, died at Albu-w- l
p,ay Been on that date in Santa
He was proprietor ot tne Fe.
querque.
"Booster" Press. Alvin A. Morgan1
Up to 82 The mercury climbed up
l it,
JlnJ
ltn,,r,vl1.,a!
degrees a 3:0o o clock vesterday
were
The
shipremains
ol the lungs.
but this was not the sum.
afternoon,
ped to Kansas City. Mrs. Anna Maria
breaker by any means
record
mer's
Garcia, mother of the headwaiter
"
ille
Alat.
Old
J,.
iailer at Albiiauermie, died
relative humidity was 36 per cent. The
ft biHiuerque.
morn
temperature at 6 o'clock this
Lordsburg Dry on Sundays "Re
was 58 degrees. There were showcently Judge Parker notified Sheriff ing
afternoon in the distance
ers
yesterday
McGrath that he had received numdid not mar the two beautiful
erous complaints that the saloons in but they
one in the morning and
the precessions,
Lordsburg were not observing
A year ago to-- i
afternoon.
in
the
Sunday law, and instructed him to jone the maximum was 72
degrees and
see that the law was strictly enforced. day
57
with
per cent oi
minimum
57,
The sheritt notified the saloon keepers the
snowers.
were
There
sunshine.
light
.
that tihey must observe the law, or
... me umJ nil
, you,
ror
a.i
the
Place
Its
take the consequences, and that no
See the
at Elks' theater.
Irbe
rest
favor would be shown. For the past
land of Oz, it's good.
couple of Sundays the town has been j
Liberal.
Western
fairly dry."
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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SELIGMAN BROS

j

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.
MANUFACTURER

j

JEWELER

y

'

j

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

F. RllH
GORMLEY
FRANK
ni'Vii'DAI.
M If

PHONE
BLACK

A

1

N T1TSW

CANON

436

19

1

ROAD

If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable (hardware.

j
,

& RISING

MULLIGAN

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125
,,ASfoHT 130 RED
PICTURE

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PAAAKVB

DONE.

Ait hinds of Garden and Fit Id Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
Flour,

Hay,

iD

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

V

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

I

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO'
S . E. Corner of

No Need to Cut.

-

iBMMiM

...

Quay
i

.,.

Phone

,

No.

14.

1''"

Plaza.

.

.

Icreened

ENGLISH CAPITAL ACQUIRES
RICH MINE IN MEXICO.
Mexico City June 6. English capitalists, organized tinder the name of
the Tominil Company, lhave just acquired possession of the Rosario and
adjacent mines in the Altar district,
state of Sonora, Mexico. The mine
has been in operation many years, and
in 1837 had already produced gold to
the value of $15,000,000. In sight now
are some 280,000 tons of ore, valued
at $1,388,000. The intention of the
new owners is to increase ine capacity of the mine's reduction plant.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
V

As a Protection for yourself demand aiiAbstravt Do you know whether
you lmve an absolute title to the property which you now owiiV

"fmm

"

THE SJWTft FE ABSTRACT,

Santa Fe, N,

Citron Block

DIAMONDS

Ub Qm

Realty Sl Insurance Agency

Tel Black 76

M

YONTZ

WTCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

frTsh"eggs
CREAM

&

Richt Fric

MILK

Telenhone Nc 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RHTSCH,

M Tes;ed and
MEXICAN FILIGREE "od
by
Date Methods
q ;VVCLKl
and Silverware
Cut Glass, China
'

Right Goods
Right Servioe

345 San Franoloco t.
liliillWSIHn

.iiiaif arfir'-y-

Specialty

Lump

CERRILLOS

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

.luMn,,
,

RATON
YANKEE

Smithiiie: Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

j

B

Oi

Anthracite Coal al) Sizes,

.

n

ihone
We have it No.
14,

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

j

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
county, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
County and State
City of Toledo,
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this Gth day of De
cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials free.
F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- j
stipation.
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If it's Hardware

J

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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TESTED AND PROVEN
There is a Heap of Solace in Being
Able to Depend Upon a Well- Earned Reputation.

0

5 SEE

j

111

FULFILLED
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MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

I"AGE THREE.

the church where solemn benediction DROUTH IN GUADALUPE
terminated the ceremony.
COUNTY IS BROKEN.
The band of th V. S. Indian Industrial school furnished music during the F'"e Downpour That Tied Up Railroad Traffic for Twelve Hours
precession ami the appropriate airs

New Mexico Military Institute

were well rendered.
Hail Did Little Damage.
The members of the parish today
For months Santa Fe readers have
expressed delight over the success of Si., ri: :.o lie N't w Mexican.
Uie celebration which is held but once
For! Siimiii-r- .
June C. The drouth
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read Statue Ot Blessed Virgin IS :i year and which always is regarded
llMS i,
n brokm.
For four days the
about the good work they have done
sis a devotion of singular beauty and W.
Carried in Solemn
a'll '' lias
such as to niakej
in this locality. Not another remedy
all the more appreciated as it is seen H'iihi-r-ilook for a change. Hot
Procession
ever produced such convincing proof
so rarelv in the I'nited States.
l;:iw uiadi' even the breeze un-- ,
of merit.
fomti.rtai.:.-Then came the climax
Pasquale Yanni, College street,
LAND DONATION FOR
it'
iwo
CELEBRATION
of waiting. For hours
Mais
CORPUS
CHRISTI
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE. tinj
icMji,. were pi'iined in by the fingave a public testimonial in favor
est .sort of a downpour. It put heart
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
W. H. Andrews Wants to Do into all. Kvi-'tthe appearance of (hail
that they had cured me of a pain in Guadalupe Church Observes Delegate
tin- tirst burst of the storm did
Old
for
Famous
with
Something
kidcaused
my back,
by disordered
Feast With Great
not liisluai'tt'ii them.
Institution.
It was after- neys. My work obliges me to sit
Solemmity.
,van! found that but little damage was
down a good deal and this weakened
don.. l,y the little that fell. The
A.
I,.
Morrison
is
this
of
.Judge
city
my kidneys, causing much backache.
Ml in torrents and little rivers
the
and
of
letter
followiui;
receipt
was
While at work I suffered more intensea
for
letter
red
Yesterday
day
;i iH';i
on all hands.
of
bill:
was
I
ropy
ly than at any other time and
those who are interested in procesHon. A. h. Morrison.
The hist prank played by the storm
very anxious to find a remedy that j sions and
appreciate the symbols of
would relieve me. Learning of Doan's
a,m in re was tu send a wall of water as high
My Dear Mr. Morrison
Catholic
the
at
church, for the Cathedral ceipt of your letter of May l!Gth and ;'s th' fences against the Santa Fe
Kidney Pills, I procured a box
Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store parish yesterday afternoon fulfilled note all you say relative to the bill track; east of town, wash out part of
and to my delight, they soon fixed me De Vargas' vow made in 1692, by car-rin- g which 1 have introduced 11. R. 26159 that s i as to stop trains for twelve
"A biil donating two hundred hours. then flood the pumping plant,
up in good shape.
During the past
the statue of the Blessed Virgin entitled
seven years I have had no need of
thousand acres of land to St. Michael's .carry out a hundred yards of the dike
Doan's Kidney Pills or any other kid- from the Cathedral to Rosario chapel. College, Santa Fe, X. M. You may separating the canal from the lake,
j and
the Guadalupe parish observed rest assured I will do everything in and pour over two hundred acre-fee- t
ney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the feast of Corpus Christi by march- my power to secure the passage of of water into Lake Sumner in less
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
this bill. It is rather late to secure tlian half an hour, raising its twenty-sicents.
ing in, solemn procession with the its
acres eight, feet in that time. A
New York, sole agents ror tne united
passage this session but I am go- sacred host carried by the pastor, the ins to
ot men Was assembled under ttie
States.
try just the same and if I fail
Rev.
of the engineer and .the
I will pass it next session, the short
Besset.
and
Anthony
name
Doan's
Remember the
snperintend' nt and four cuts were
The De Vargas procession attracted session.
take no other.
St. Michael's college is one of the made in the dyke to save the lake,
ungual aiieiiuun uecause n is unique. oldest
Kotir car loads of telephone poles
institutions of learning in the
Hundreds of men and women of the
If you are in need of anything, try
'have
arrived here and two more are
and
has
educated
thousands
a
formed
Territory
in
line
of
parish
front
long
a New Mexican Want Ad.
on
wav for the new toll line con- the
Mexico
the
citizens
of
of
New
and
j the statue,
marching from the Cathe-- I
t ion
e
m
,
with Santa Rosa. The
dial at 3 p. m. Then scores of girls, equipped them for the intelligent tlis-is coming in
i''lo
Telephone
Company
duties
of
of
the
citizenship
clad in white and wearing the silver
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
medal of the Sodality of the Blessed and I believe it is entitled to great t'rom that way and is to use the line
treat- of the Now Mexico Company along the
Virgin suspended from a blue ribbon consideration and to grateful
.
This line will be copper cir- around their necks, followed as a ment at the hands of Congress. I ena copy of the bill and will cuited.
MASONIC.
guard of honor, the statue of the close you
Rockwell Brothers lumber office and
Blessed Virgin being carried by four keep you advised relative to its progress.
Verv
sheds are nearly complete.
big
yours,
truly
Montezuma Lodge No girls who were occasionally
relieved
W. H. AXDRKWS.
Parties from Clovis have been here
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg by other members
of the Sodality.
The following is the text of the picnicking under the big trees along
ular communications The girls were clad in white and wore
the river.
first Monday of eaci white veils, and their pretty faces and measure:
B. A. Barnes, county clerk of Stev- A Bill.
month at Masonic ha. modest deportment rendered the scene
t
ens
two
acres
hundred
housand
county, Oklahoma has written
m.
at 7.30
Donating
all the more touching.
he will move here this month and
that
land
to
Michael's
of
Saint
College,
H. H. DOR MAN,
Following the statue walked altar
make this his home. He is a brother- Santa Fe, X. M.
Acting Master boys in red cassocks and little red
of Dr. .1. T. Wharton.
Be it enacted by the Senate and
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
caps, and after them came the vicar
E.
H.
Unit-of
the
Bickley, of Randlett Okla- House
of
Representatives
general, the Very Rev. Antonio Four-cheg- u
moved here with his family
has
America in Congress as- honia.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
,and Father Bobst and Father ed States of
He has
a law office.
will
and
open
two
thousand
sembled.
hundred
That
R. A. M.
Regular con- Pugens. Farther Fourchegu wore the acres
a claim north of town that he will imof
unappropriated
vocation second Monday of cope customary in officiating at benewith some sort of pumping
each month at Masonic diction. He was attended by Former land in the Territory of Xew Mexico, prove
plant.
of
direction
under
to
be
selected
the
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Mayor Sena and behind him followed
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. members of the Sodality of St. Jos- the secretary of the interior, be, and
same is hereby, donated to Saint UPPER JAW FRACTURED,
AKTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
eph, chanting psalms as the proces- the
ALL TEETH BLOWN OUT.
Michael's
College, located at Santa Fe,
sion wended its way to the chapel.
inNew
Fe
the
Santa
Mexico,
county,
Thousands Turn Out.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
The streets and the public park come from said land, or the proceeds Blacksmith Inserts Hot Iron into
1, K. T. Regular conclave
of the sale thereof, to be devoted exWhisky Barrel Filled With Gases
in each were filled with Santa Feans and peoi fourth
Monday
and Explosion Follows.
and support
to
maintenance
clusively
tourfrom
out
of
town,
including
month at Masonic Hall at ple
the
of
institution.
said
ists from abroad, and many were arm7:30 p. m.
Deniing, X. M., June fi. John Aned with cameras and kodaks to get
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
a blacksmith of Columbus, was
CAMPAIGN
VIGOROUS
derson,
views of the interesting sight. There
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
A NEW COUNTY. brought to the Deniing hospital this
FOR
was romance as well as religion to
morning, with his upper jaw fractured
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 this keeping of Don Diego DeVargas'
and
all of his front teetlh blown out.
Carlsof
Reaches
Wool
Clip
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted vow made so many years ago. Then, Spring
he inserted a hot iron into
bad
Yesterday
First
Aggregate
Shipments
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets too, the sight of the ancient statue
an empty whisky barrel, and the gas
Pounds.
145,000
on the third Monday of each month carried on high was a spectacle that
in the barrel exploded with the reat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in spoke eloquently of the regard the
6. The peo- sult above indicated.
X.
June
M.,
Carlsbad,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. church has for Mary, called in the
II. A. Gallegley, of Dazey, X. D., has
on the plains have begun a camVisiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- litanies that were chanted "the queen ple
in land a few miles south of
invested
a
to
earnest
in
dead
organize
paign
of heaven and earth."
dially invited to attend.
in a big
town
intends
and
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
The procession was not one of wor- new county. They are tired of travel- pumping plant in theputting
fall.
over
one
miles
to
hundred
Venerable Master ship for the Virgin Mother; the pro- ing fifty
Mrs. Tidmore, who has been an in
necHENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
cession of worship was that shown in abominable roads whenever it is
died last
valid for several years,
in
the
to
transact
business
the morning at the Guadalupe church essary
Secretary.
is
to
be
this afterburied
She
night.
and recently at the Cathedral, when county seat. The past few years the noon.
has
on
the
grown
plains
B. P. O. E.
the Sacred Heart was carried. The population
A. J. Clark left this afternoon for
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., Catholic church does not worship any- very rapidly. A dry farming district California where he will spend the
of
is
has
been
that
capable
opened up
holds Its regular session on the sec- one but God, but it venerates His
The summer.
ond and iourth Wednesday of eacn mother.
The carrying of ,her statue supporting a large population.
Messrs. Thompson, Sloan and Clark
a
new
idea
of
very
county appeals
month. Visiting brothers are invited in a procession and the placing it in
left
today for the west fork of the
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
the chapel where a nine day novena much to these people and they are Gila for a fishing trip of a few weeks.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. began in her honor were simply the now coming after it in earnest. The
H. O; Bush has gone to Buffalo, N.
name selected for the proposed county
Secretary.
Y., on business.
expressions of this veneration.
is Mills, in honor of the governor.
At the Chapel.
W. H. Small, manager of the Eagle
south
the
at
the chapel
& Mercantile Co., of Lordsburg,
people The county will begin at the
Arriving
Knights of Pythias.
Drug
.Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of gathered there stood on either side boundary of Roosevelt county and passed through Deming today on his
in every thing between the cap
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d and the statue was carried into the take
way to Silver City.
or top of the low range of hills
W. B. Gregory of the U. S. departTuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. chapel as the children of Mary follow- rock
and
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- ed it while the band of the U. S. In- and the Texas line, in Chaves
ment of agriculture, and professor of
includdian Industrial school played an an- Eddy counties. The territory
ing Knight's invited to attend.
engineering in Tulane University, is
"within
of
prothis
boundaries
the
ed
entered
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Then
them.
the clergymen
investigating the pumping projects of
JOHN K. oTAUFFER. K. R. S.
and Father Fourchegu celebrated ben- posed county will be about 4,000. the Mimbres valley.
at
ediction, which opened the novena. square miles and has a population
2,oo0.
least
time
at
of
the
present
CANNOT APPOINT RELATIVES
The faithful filled the chapel and hunin
TO BE TEACHERS.
dreds stood outside, holding little There are about fifteen postoffices
this district.
LAUNDRY1 children by the hand.
The National Bank of Carlsbad has Texas Law Alson Forbids
And thus terminated the ceremony
Giving of
closed a deal for complete new
just
anContracts to Members of
held for so many years and which
fixtures for the bank to be used in
School Board.
nually is an incentive to the faithful the new
quarters in the Fant building.
for renewed devotion to the Blessed
room when ready to ocBasket leaves Monday Tuesday Virgin, whose statue is seen in church The banking
Austin, Tex., June 6. Hereafter
in
detail
be
will
cupy
complete
school superintendents, school
county
Returns Thursday and Friday. and home and who ls venerated as a and as neat a home as any every
bank needs board
of
millions
of
hundreds
the
mother
presidents and school trustees,
for a live business.
AGENCY atO. K Barber Shop Catholicsby
who in the past have given the
throughout the world.
The spring clip of wool is beginning
law a more or less convenMrs F O.BROWN Ae-en- t
The statue will be brought back to to
arrive, about 145,000 pounds having ient interpretation in school affairs,
and
novena
the
after
the
Cathedral
Phone No 23 Red
been brought in the last few days. It
will have to comply with the letter
with the same pomp as was witnessed is
probable that the total amount will and
in yesterday's celebration.
spirit, of this statute with great
reach half a million pounds by the
or else pay a fine of $100
Christi
strictness
Procession.
Corpus
time that everything is brought in.
Corpus Christi celebration at Gauda-up- e The price of wool being lower than for every failure to do so. Heretofore many of them have appointed
church was another imposing
year, it is likely that the bulk of
PLAZA
SHOP spectacle that interested everyone last
it will be stored for a time at least. teachers related to them, something
dewho saw it. It is estimated that over
A new clothing store known as the which is illegal in the case of all
of
state's
a thousand took part in the proces- Boston will
the
government.
partments
For
the
in
the
business
open for
only
year
State Superintendent of Public Insion and many hundreds stood along Smith block next week. The propriefirst class tonsorial parlor
and
hand
in
hat
thel line of march,
tors are men of experience and will struction F. M. Bralley a few days
in Santa Fe.J
exteshost
as
the
they
passed,
kneeling
carry a well selected stock of every- ago explained that the law did not
The
tified their faith and devotion.
OUR NEW FITCH
empt cases in which the appointee
thing to wear for men.
had not aided in the public election
line of march was beautifully decoTREATMENT
i or
rated with shrubberv and flowers. COTTON sf Fn CRUSHERS
tbe omciai concerned, a consiruc- si guaranteed to cure, (not only preceding the Sacred Host walked
WILL ESTABLISH OWN PLANT tion of the law which has been applied
relieve, Dindruff, falling hair & scores of little girls clad in white and
jin this case.
Other scalp irritations. We also scattering flowers. The celebrant was
San Antonio, June 6. In order to
carry a complete line of ail the the pastor of the church, the Rev. An- - meet the alleged oil press cloth trust MEXICAN BANDITS ARE
STILL AT LARGE.
DODUlar hair and facial tonics.
thony Besset. The pallium bearers on its own ground the Texas Cotton1
were well known members of the par Seed Crushers' Association while in
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE &
Mexico City, June 6. Strenuous
ish whose names were printed in the session in tfliis city seriously consid- BATHS BATHS BATHS
forts
New Mexican last week.
oil
the establishment of an
by the Mexican government to
press
Line of March.
cloth mill of their own. About 700 capture the robber, Chief Santanon,
suc-fle- d
Ageixts HUBBS LAUNDRY
The procession began about 9 a. m.
independent crushers signi- - and his band have so far not. been
their intention to subscribe to the cessful and a large force of rurales
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your right after the mass celebrated by
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays Father Besset. It moved along Alto enterprise. These crushers take care and military will be sent in his pur-o- f
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays street stopping at the first altar at
about
of all the cotton suit. A few days ago Santanon
in the country and use annually tacked Laureano Gonzales, a traveling
All work is guaranteed; your
the home of Marcelino Garcia. Thence
socks are mended and buttons
n continued on Garcia street to Albu-- over one million pounds of cloth. The merchant, near Sotavento. It Is now
sewed on you shirts, without
querque street, again pausing at the plant proposed will cost about $130,- - believed that the headquarters of the
extra charge.
altar Jn front of the home AnJceto 000 and if built will be located in bandits are on the San Anastacio
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. Bustamente. Finally it returned to Texas.
hacienda near San Juan Evangelists.
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ROSWELU, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of th Southwest.- Army Officers
by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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mat

Through Academic

count, preparing young

men for college or for biisii,es life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

i

j

of any Ml iltary School In the Ciiloti. Located
oq the beautiful Pecos Valley
the startieD
spot of the West at an e'evatlor, nf 1.700
feet above sea level, S'insblne everv ilay. bt.t
tttie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
oulldlngs, thoroughly rurnlshed. tieatad. light
edjand modern In all respects
REGENTS E. A. Cahooa, President; W
G, Hamlifoo, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aud W
A FlDlay
,For particular aril Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent.
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Parts of the World

ty Purchasing Wells P; rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELED
Money and Inconvenience

j

MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER'
Pavbir roa:aoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

i. 0. BARNES. Aoent

in-la-

1

non-miner-

LIVERY STABLE

13

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in fteed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Gaspar Avenue

THE WEST FOR THE
The Colorado

fJatioaal Life

WEST.

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of

the Southwest

BER6ERE. Manaoer for New Mexico.

A.
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron

Block.

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

mm

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all size9, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 500.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

For Best Laundry Work

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
KANOHKS,
TjARGK

AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- niment land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital Moneyed men are
:
:
invited to correspond with us.
;

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

anti-nepotis- m

LAK-ih-

an I'
SMALL.

LET US HE4R FROM YOU.

Shapeliness.

A

KERR'S

RANCH KS

BARBER

i9
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ef-ere-d
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two-thir-

at-se-

When you are in a hurry and want
a good outfit come here for single or
double
LIVERY.
healthy horses and
fine carriages are here and subject to
your order. We want yew business
in the livery line and will appreciate it.
Good-lookin-

?10

hums

4

mm

a garment be it coat, vest or pants
is its principal merit. But all kinds
of garments are liable to lose their
shape through the wear and tear of
business. If you soil or wrinkle your
clothes, send it to us and notice how
quickly we clean it and press it back
to its original shapeliness and newness. Yet the trifle you pay for the
service is wonderful.
in

Julius Muralter, Tailor

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
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etary-Treasur-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months by mall

2,"

.$3.75
.

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
'.00 Weekly, per quarter
75
6a

.

.

2.00
1.00
.75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf.)
among the intelligent and progress ive peopie of the Southwest.
jr.

SENSIBLE VIEW OF CENSUS RE
TURNS.
The Roswell Daily Record takes
verv" sensible view of the disappoint- ',,.., cn,
ment that will come- to' every
.
and
state
territory when the
town,
census returns are announced. Thete
are good reasons for every community
to overestimate its population. A
town like Santa Fe, for instance, has
a thousand people more on any day
than the census for such day would
it with, for the census lines are
drawn strictly. Not one of the pupils
from the outside at St. Michael's Col-- ;
at the horetto Academy, at the
two Indian schools, at the two Mission schools, none of the transient,
guests at the Sanitarium or at the
hotels are counted in with the population of this city. The same rule
applies to other towns. At Roswell,
for instance, the pupils at the Military
Institute, the patients in the hospitals,
the transient visitors, are not countthe Loretto
At Albuquerque,
ed.
school, the University pupils, the Sanitarium guests, the many temporary
visitors that are constantly to be
found in the Duke City are not included in the census returns. Then too,
the census ruling is that a town can
only be credited with the people within its municipal limits. Santa Fe has
a large suburban population, has two
inbig territorial and one large federal
sanitarium
a
tent,
just
city
stitution,
outside of the city limits. Albuquerque has a federal Indian school, has
Old Albuquerque, Barelas and other
suburbs which are not credited to it.
Thus with Roswell, Raton, Clovis and
other towns and with East Las Vegas
and Las Vegas. Viewed in that
light, the following editorial in the
Daily Record, is very much to the

m',

.

"

point:

"Up in Kansas City, Missouri,

'

con-

siderable excitement resulted over the
result of the census this year. It has
become known that the returns show
the city to have something under a
quarter of a million people. As claims
of almost twice this have been made
during the last two or three years,
the known result has been a great
Kandisappointment to the people of
sas City.
"An old time resident, who has been
living away from Kansas City during
recent years, has, after a visit to his
old home, written a letter to the Star
of that city, telling in quite strong
terms of his disappointment at what
he found there. He asserted that lack
of progressive spirit and selfishness
on the part of leading citizens was in
a great, measure responsible for the
rut into which the city has fallen.
"Wichita and Oklahoma City are
making much more progress than
Kansas City, and the writer to the
Star points out that this is due, in a
large measure, to the intelligent spirit
of progress directing the affairs of
those two cities.
"It is always a bad thing for a man
to get in a rut, to plod along in the
same old way, without hope and without ambition, and it is just as bad
for a city as it is for a. man and it resuits in the same end,
'

-

and that means going back,
for no man or no city stands still.
"Here in New Mexico there is likely to be much disappointment over the
result of the federal census. Our hopes
and claims were set at too high a
notch, and although the gain in population and other material things will
undoubtedly show a great gain over
ten years ago, yet it is probable that
the result will not be up to the expectations and hopes of our people.
"In some of our towns great gains
will be shown; in others much disappointment will be felt.
"Here in Roswell we are likely to
be somewhat disappointed at the
result. The census is taken at a bad
time of year to make the best showing, and owing to a number of circumstances, some of which we are
bound to confess could have been overcome bad the proper effort been
made in time, a much better showing
.would probably have been the result.
"In some of the towns of the territory a determined effort was made
and the results will be shown to be
better because of such efforts.
"However, looking back over the
last ten years in Roswell and in the
valley as a whole the growth in all
lines of endeavor has been prodigious.
Looking forward we can see that it
should be greater, still, if our people
will have it so. In the end, while natural advantages and resources count
for much, it is the people who make
a city If they will.
"If the people of Roswell will they
can make a city of Roswell, the first
In the territory, as It should be, and
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one of the greatest and most prosper-- !
ous in the southwest.
"It is u) to the people."
IT IS ALREADY CHANGED.
The solicitude of the Albuquerque
Mornins; Journal for the Old Palace at
wwhng &a u ,8 ajpre.
clat(j Unfortunately,- the Old Palace has been tampered with by iconoclas-

who

(barge

to

that institution the

cor-

Attorneys-at-La-

porate abuses, the greed arl the corPractice in the Supreme and Dis
ruption that grew out of those abuses trie. Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
the unequal distribution of property,
Office in Catron Block.
the poverty of some and undue wealth specialty.
Santa Fe
New Mexicc
tic hands before this. The portico of others, and, therefore, say we will
none
have
of it, and we must have a
whose design
supported bv pillars
E. C. ABBOTT
some fa new rule of distribution that, for want
Attorney-at-Laa
of
we
better
shall call
name,
Manhattan
oad(, h) Silantyrown
Practice in the District and Su
and, is very inconguous when viewed
pi cine Courts.
Prompt and careful
"On the other hand, it is contended
w;th the massive walls of the Old
mention given to all business.
Palace for a back ground. Door-leg- that it is not the institution of pri Santa
;ew Mexice
Fe,
ways and windows galore have been vate property that should be abolcut into the walls from one end ished, but only that the time has come
G. W. PRICHARD
to the other; rooms have been alter- in which it is necessary to lay down
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
ed without let or hindrance, lo, these certain rules restricting aud regulat
in all the District Courts
Practice
use
of that private property
The other day, work- ing the
many years.
men found the carved archway of an which shall not deprive the world of and gives special attention to cases
ancient portal buried several inches in individual effort but which shall still before the Territorial Supreme Court.
the adobe of an outside wall. For- keep the law and the opportunity to Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
use private property under such contunately, the trustees of the
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Museum, a territorial institu- trol that these abuses may be wiped
Attorneys-at-Laout
and
the
boon
the
not
of
individual
effort
tion,
Archaeological Society,
Practice in the District Courts as
with a wider vision, are seeking to re- si ill be left to us.
store the building to what it was in "Now, my friends, that presents a well as before the Supreme Court of
I
the uays ot its pristine glory.
ney great and difficult problem tJhat T am the territory.
New Mexico
have before them the models of those .quite willing to admit we have not yet Las Cruces.
ancieut days and even the old portal solved, and the question which the
EDWARD C. WADE
dug out by them in the crumbling country will have to determine after
Attorney-at-Laadobe walls will serve its purpose in all is, which party it is which has
Practices in the Supreme and
giving a clue to what the carvings heretofore shown sufficient skill and
Courts of the Territory, in the
oiigm to oe in tne new porrais. i ney effectiveness in dealing with great
toou nolo ot tne Old Palace when it issues, which party can be trusted to Probate Court and before the U. S.
was crumbling to ruins through sheer! solve that problem than which we Surveyor General and U. S. Land
neglect.
They have in reality saved '(have had no greater in the history of Offices,
the building. They found the walls of the country."
Las Cruces
New Mexico
the Ben Hur room and old prison fall-ing of their own weight and age. They i A
WILLIAM McKEAN
FINE HISTORICAL LIBRARY.
tore out a modern brick fire place not
Attorney-at-LaThe
New Mexico Historical Society
so many years ago and that without a
Mining and Land Law.
protest. They are making a thing of has just issued from the press of the Taos
New Mexico
and yet arejXew Mexican
beauty of the
Printing Companv its
as!
to
to
and
seeking
preserve
replace
BulIetin Nq 13 entiUed ..Catai0f,ue
C. W. G. WARD
far as possible the ancient lines of of Books in English in the
of
Territorial District Attorney
Library
architecture. When the Rito de los the Society Relating to New. Mexico sanunoo
vio pire I9uSjk nug lo
Frijoles room, which the Woman's and the Southwest."
The catalogue Las Vegas,
New Mexico
Board of Trade is putting in readiness was compiled by Hon. L. Bradford
.
us uuc muicii iami.iu, 10 i uiii-- prince and contains over 20 titles.
W. A. FLEMING JONES
pietea, a representative ot tne Ainu- - many of which represent several vol
Bonds and Investments
querque Morning Journal will be asked umes. While the Kneietv has vow
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
to visit the Old Palace as a guest of;limited
meanS) vet by 8,r;ct econolm. Judicial District of New
Mexico.
the New Mexican and write it up. The !and
conflning its purchases exclusive-NeEastern and local bank references.
Mexican is so convinced of the lv t0 works on the Soutnwe8t it na
Las Cruces
fairness of its esteemed contempor-- ! hPPI1 i.i0 tn iw.f
jew Mexico
(u:
ary, that it feels certain, that the subject, excelled by very few in the
Journal will not then repeat the fol- country, and which makes Santa Fe
R- - W. WITTMAN
lowing unjust rumor:
the favorite resort for authors on
Draftsman
"It is reported on excellent authori- southwestern
s
Copies furnished of records on
subjects.
ty that the Archaeological Society is
catalogue is issued not only in the TJ. S. Surveyoi General's Office
so altering the ancient building that for the benefit
of those who may de- - Santa Fe,
jjew Mexico
some of the most historic rooms are sire to consu't the
but as
library,
For instance, the an- somewhat of a
unrecognizable.
guide to t'hose who are
JOHN K. STAUFFER
cient prison, which has held many fa- collecting books on the southwest.
mous captives, has been entirely re- While far from a
Notary Public
complete list of
Office with the New Mexican Printvised and done over, until it does not books
to this section of this
relating
even bear a semblance to its former country, vet it contains the namus nf ing Company.
self. It is said that even the Ben I110st 0f tose 0f value that can usual- - Santa Fe,
Nrew Mexico
Hur room, where General Wallace My oe obtained
wrote his famous book, is to be ehang- Manv 0, th ,.,nsf lrm,m.t!ml.
ed next."
ton this general subject are in for
eign languages; especially those reTHE SPECTRE OF SOCIALISM.
lating to early explorations and disPresident Taft at, Jackson, Michi- coveries; and a catalogue of ihe
gan, on Saturday, in an oration at a books in the library of the society in
dedication of a tablet commemorating Spanish, French, Italian, German
I
and
the birth of the Republican party Latin will be published in a short
voiced a fear that has been lurking time. This will be found to contain
in the minds of people ever since so some very early editions of books of
cialism began to gather strength unto the greatest, interest and
importance,
itself in the United States. The pois- as for example, an Italian translation
on of socialism is beginning to per-me- of the Travels of Cabeza
de Vaca. in
the government itself, for the the Rannisio collection published at
legislation against corporations and Venice in 1335, only 18 years after
capitalism is but a form of socialism. the events narrated; and a French ediThe trend toward ownership of rail- tion of the
Exploration of New Mexroads and telegraph and telephone ico by Espejo, published at Paris in
lines which seems one of the inevit- 15SS, but five years after the occurable developments of the near future, rences described.
is socialism.
It will take all the wisAmong the books of special rarity
dom of the statesmanship of the best to be found in the
present
minds in the United States to meet are the Riggs Edition of 1S31catalogue
of the
Do You Went a Crate?
which
the issue, in comparison with
Narrative of Cabeza de Vaca, ihe
I
..i
',1
Willi
that of the tariff or of prohibition or Spanish Conquest of New Mexico by
vuui uiuer
of other economic or political differ- William W. H. Davis, and "Prose
us this week.
ences are but minor problems. Fortu- Sketches and Poems" the earliest
nately, the nation and the world are work of Albert Pike, much of which
much better prepared to choose tfhan was writt.en in New Mexico in 18:S2.
The longer you wait, the
they were a hundred, or fifty, or even
The society desires to possess evmore chance you take,
ten years ago, and whatever the ery work written by a resident of
that you will pay more
choice, there will hardly be a cataand has grouped such books
clysm such as the French revolution in Class G, in this catalogue.
Informoney, as prices will
even if socialism should triumph.
mation as to other works of this charsoon advance.
dePresident
Taft
By its history,
acter will be gratefully received.
has
clared, the Republican
All books are catalogued under the
parly
shown itself callable of dealing with names of the authors, except when
Strawberries,
and they are unknown, and in the cns
the great questions effectively
s.
Raspbefit
Ihe
the
that
and
predicted
wisely,
of Biographies, Class B, where ihe
Lopacberrifs
soon
American people must
determine arrangement is by the names of the
and Blackberries.
wnetner it snan trust ine same arty subjects.
Fresh Vegetab'ts
ot
with the solution
that problem
The following table of contents
"tnan which we have had no greater shows the arrangemen of the books
Daily.
in the history of the country."
by subjects:
Mr. Taft spoke with great earnestClass A History.
ness and his remarks, coming as a
Class B Biography.
Class C Expeditions, Travels. Vosequel to a brief reference to socialism in his speech at Ada, Ohio, seem- yages and Descriptions.
ed deeply to impress his hearers.
Class D Mexico and Central AmerBy many his words were taken as ica.
Class E American Indians.
framing an issue for the coming
& COMPANY
Class F Archaeology,
Ethnology
The President disclaimed any pur- - etc
pose of making a partisan address., class G Books by New Mexi
but the occasion of his visit was Authors.
.

-
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J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

President,
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OF S A FIT A FE.

The Oldest Banking institution in
Established in 1370

New Mexico.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

transacts

a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the mast fsvorable terms on all kiwH of

personal and ccjlatcra: security. Buys and seiis bonds and
d stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
cj
domestic and foriiicn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money "to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any mo ley transmits ng agency pi:b'ic or
$ private.
Interest allowed on tmii deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on, six (mont hs' or years'-jtim(Liberal
3 advances made on' consignments of Ih estock' and products.
The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in the ha:ikin. Ii;;e.
f aid art$ to extend to them as liberal treatment in al! respects, jj
f as is consistent with sal&ty and the principles of sound bank- 2 iri.
Safety deposit boxes for real. Ihe patronage of the 5
mfctic 53 respecniliy solicited.
Amnxurrin u ru - jvui nruwruw, nnnnsttxrm rfinsvrunxnrnsns uufi
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THE
One of

the Best Hotels

Cuisine arjd
Table Service
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

it

f

I

the West

in

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Uuexcel led

1.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

'

.hfaSisfK0
M&r

It

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

New-Mexic-

'

PALED,

1

....

e,

J.

L. A, HUGHES,

lnl

i

JUNE 6, 1910.

MONDAY,

the unveiling of a bronze tablet
exThe Roswell Register-Tribunw organization of
the tends a fervent welcome to statehood.
uiiut-- i
me oans in It says: "The Santa Fe New Mexican
uriMiiiui iu
1 N5-and he could not altogether re- in
big type remarks that 'Statehood is
frain fi 'la a comparison of the party at the Door.' All
right, let the old
with its opponents which was not
in. She has been at the door so
girl
favorable to the opponents. often before that she
really ought to
He also declared that popular governbe ro.ned and dragged in."
ment iniit be a government of parties,
and in this connection there was just
a passing
hint at insurgency. The
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
President declared that unless indiare
viduals
willing to sink minor considerations to the will of the majorA ITORNEYS AT LAW.
ity in a party, there would come
a
rule by groups.
PAUL A. F, WALTER
In thai event,-- '
he added, "the
Attorney-at-Laknows
where your govonly
Fe,
Santa
New Mexicc
ernment would be and what it would
accomplish."
CATRON & CATRON
In his speech the President's referand Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys
ence
socialism came at the concluOffice:
Catron Block
sion of a brief history of what the
xew Mexico
Santa Fe,
done.
party has
He said:
"For the future I shalUchas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
say notnmg, because you would say I
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
was making a political speech. All I
EASLEY & EASLEY,
can say is that the issue that is beAttorneys at Law.
ing framed, as it seems to me, is the
issue with respect to the institution of
RENEHAN & DAVIES
There are those A. B. Renehan
private property.
E. P. Daviet
i

I

M.
e

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Scci

Entered as Second Class Matter
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Proprietor
Commodious Sample

I?o&m

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

m
V

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WK

DO

THE REST,

fik-Thi-

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If you drop in at S o'clocx yon can get a hot
snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to

We Are

Now

Servin

j

wan.

Our

inci-ensin-

urnc pi tun

111

patronage is the
mm we merit yours

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

RATES

Co.

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL. MODERN OONVEN IKNCK8

egg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

i m

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

4?

The only first class Hotet in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every lloor the finest & best OAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first lloor, Special attention
given to traveling
men
Give us a trial if you want first class service,

BERRIES FOR

PRESERVING

Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gaspar Ave'.

WIV!.

GREGG Prop.

lwc

i

j

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE' 2B

M

NAYAJO, CHI MAYO and

BALLETA

BLANKETS
THE ORIGINAL OLD CUR10 STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.
THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
'
NATURAL WOOL
75c "
"
K
WAR CLUBS
l
25c '
30t: "
TOMTOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
15c
NAVAJO BLANKET. S
65o per pound and up

CAN DELARIO

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old! Cart.
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH TOUR MONEY 9

nrncfiMni MrimnM
fLnauiuHL

you can fill a Bucket,
DROP BY DROP 2

hilniiuii.

K. K. Fon!, a shoe salesman from
St. Louis, is at the Claire.
C. X. Shippley. a Milwaukee shoe
salesman, is at the Claire.
Attorney A. U. MeMillen of
is at the Palace hotel.
L. Lukowitz. a c;s;ar salesman from
) n v r, is
calling on th trade.
Steve Arnold, ranch"- on the upper)
j
Pecos, spent Sunday in the city.
Miss Sarah Manor, a millner of this
city, visited at Albmim-rquyesterday.iv l.ujan is here from Velarde Rio
Arriba county, to consult a physician..
I. L. Hennosy of Cnimn City. Colo.,
is a i raveling man culling on the:

co4v,

mw

EYOU

g

4

A

HSTOI L

io" Tro'iit.
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r.M

e

j
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trade.
seers

UTTW&THE.BAN

and Mrs.

.1,

the

city.

in

TAN?

irnn
y kj u j va
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VOU

need

Wl

some

tackle, and a few. other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies:and anything else
you wish to know.

i

1

.Mr.

FSSHlif MF?. SPO

Use the
I.

Albtl-(Hifiqu-

page fivi.

M.

His Time is Yours

W. Flood are sight-They hail from! '
j

COME IN AND G hi ACQUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL HE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

Louisville, Ky.
Rev. J. (J. ilt ald of AlbiKjuerque, a
Congregational minister,
spent Sun-- !
day in Santa Fe.
.1. V.'. Collier of
Mounted PolU-eiuaEstancia, has returned to Santa Fe;
from Thornton where he investigated
the murder of a Chinaman.
Register of the Federal .and Office
Our Line is all new and complete in every
Manuel R. Otero has returned from
Albuquerque to which city the death
d Pt 3 il our assortment of flies is larger
of Mrs. Otero had called him.
UV l VIA I
CX1IV1
C l.lllipi&l') mull - - .
Hugh Carlisle, who 'has been a;
student at the Xew .Mexico Co'lege of;
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets,
everything for his majesty, THE
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts, is
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
visiting the Creggs at their hotel.
Miss Adelina .laramillo of Fort Sum-- ;
than ever before.
ner, who brought two orphan children
to St. Vincent's home, is a guest of,
Colonel aud Mrs. Jose D. Sena on College avenue.
up
James Martinez of Taos, is here
from Las Vegas. He is at the Coro-nadHe is a son of Hon. Malaquias
Martinez and has just recovered from
serious illness.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Boomer of San
Antonio, Texas, are at the Palace.
Wholesale & Retail
Mrs. Boomer's father. Mr. Schultz,
Dealers in
conducted a hotel in this city nearly'
half a century ago.
William T. Thorsen and F. C. Clark
of Chicago: .1. L. Starkes of Kansas1
"
City, C. E. Bou'den of Frankfort. Ind..
matter
this
E Gadler of Xew York and .1. C. Mc- the
morning. "These
'
Michael of Kansas City, are salesmen "ties were not loaded with blanks but!
!
vctristei-Pr- i
and it
nt ttiu Palace
with cartridges.' he said.
Miss Clara True, the well known would be a disgrace to Santa Fe to al- Vou NEVER. 5EEiNY0.NrZAT
teacher and enthusiast in the cause of low this target shooting to go on, right
the Indian, was here from Espanola in the city limits. I wonder what some '
WHO IS NT WELL
THE
yesterday to meet her friend Miss of our boys are coming to?
U5T HAVE
MIESSED.
Bryan of Redlands, Cal. Miss Bryan'
Complaints in Writing,
so f
IK
X. '
will visit Miss True at her Espanola
Mayor Seligman has received
REACH
GOOD APPAREL
home.
many complaints and finds that so
W. H. Olcotl of the census bureau many of the complainants suffer with
TheiTop
at Washington has returned from Clo-- ! lapses of memory when time for
Tucunicari, Estancia, Willard and tion on the complaints arrives that he
RE VOU ON THE WAY
other points where he investigated has decided to make the rule to listen
UP?
census conditions.
He will leave for (0 no complaints unless they are put
on
a similar jn writing.
Just the names of
Albuquerque this evening
BROWN.
to him
sons wn0 have complained
a tourist about one thing or another takes up
Humphrey
Humphreys,
from Birmingham, England is at the three or four pages. There is
has Gently plenty of work for the council,
hotel. Mr. Humphreys
spent six months touring the United which meets tomorrow night.
States and was one of the most inter- t this meeting a lot of new ordi-estespectators at the De Vargas
wjn De introduced and it is
cession yesterday afternoon.
ex,,ected that there will be a large atM. tendance at the meeting.
Editor and Attorney William
Special
of Belen, formerly- - of this city vision will be made so that newspaper
e
is in town for a day or two. From ' men may take notes during the
he goes to Las Vegas to attend ceedings.
the reunion of the department of the
Grand Army of the Republic of Xew
Mexico and will make Raton on legal
business before returning to his tioinej
;the thriving town of Belen.
MONEY AND MfcTALS.
COfYRICHV
BVTMC BUSTEA. 6ROWN Co. Ch ICASO
AT THE TOP. 11
Xew York, June 6. Call money 2
LIGHTS WERE OUT;
mercantile
cent.
Prime
(?i2
per
42 ARE WARNED.
DoE-WHY
THE FRUIT MAN PACK THE
per cent; Mexican
naper 4
;
dollars 53
Amalgamated 64;
CHOICE
ON TOP? BECAUSE APPEARAPPLET
Xew York Central
Seligman Tells Autoists and cnison 101
COUNT.
ANCES
to
Oil
Burn
Pa;
Southern
Midnight
Cyclists
li3
Reading 149
Their Retort.
riteel
cific 117; Union Pacific 167
GOOD CLOTHES DOES NOT MAKE THE MAN
Because they neglected the precau- - 75
pfd. 114
BUT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
tion to have lights displayed Saturday
New York, June 6. Lead quiet $4.40
OUR READY TO WEAR CLoTHESARE HAND
night, 42 autoists and bicyclists were
;
copper dull, standard spot
reprimanded by Mayor Seligman who $12.4012.45; July $12.3512.50; silFORM FITTING, AND SHAPE RETAILORED,
told them that hereafter the ordinance ver 53
THIRD
LESS THAN YOU ARE
TAINING,
must be complied with in regard to: GRAIN.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
at!
PAYING.
having warning signals displayed
Wheat July
111., June 6.
night. The automobile enthusiasts as 94 Chicago,
No OLD MoTH EATEN STOCK To PICK FRoM.
Sept. 91
well as the cyclists responded in most
60
59
Corn
July
Sept.
PRICES RANGE FROM $ 1 2.
instances that they would not, violate!
To
Oats July 37
Sept. 36
the ordinance again, but asked "And
Pork July $21.90; Sept. $21.55.
what about the carriages?" Mayor
Lard
July $12.30; Sept. $12.20.
Seligman said that carriages should
Ribs July $12.57
Sept. $12.25
carry lights too, and ttheir drivers
MARKET.
WOOL
to
will be so informed. This is said
WE ARE BUILDING A REPUTATION
FOR
St. Louis, AIo., June 6. Wool,
be in the city ordinance and Mayor
Seligman declared this morning that steady; territory and western medi17
;
fine mediums,
the ordinance has to be complied with. ums, 16
fine,
1214.
IS;
"Shall!
now
The question
arises:
horsemen also carry lights and where?
LIVESTOCK,
will each horse's bridle be fitted up
Chicago, June 6. Cattle Receipts
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
with an arc light or will the equcs-- . 18,000. Market steady to ten higher,
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
T
'Beeves $5.75(i'8.60; Texas steers $5.60
trians carry wrist chandeliers?"
UARDbiN
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Seven Boys Arrested.
7.50; western steers
$5.507.50;
DESIGNS.
R, V. HOYI.K Mgr.
Seven hoys were arrested by the stackers and feeders $45; cows and
police for firing off rifles in the city heifers $2.90f'7.10: calves $6(5 8.50;
ARK SKLLINU OCT!
CL5KEHD0N POULTRY YARDS
limits. No action was taken with the j Sheep
KRESH LAI 1) KGS evi'ry day
Market
Receipts 15,000.
boys because the complaints dropped steady. Native $3.255.40;
western
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks unci White tVyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under t he trees and fed on clean wholesome food
out of the cases saying: "Oh, let them $3.505-35- :
yearlings $67.40; lambs
chancer Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisontnr
go this time."
native $3. 25(8.25; western $5.50(?j
EGGS FORHATOHISG.
over
6.60.
was
Mayor Seligman
indignant
j

;

BAXK ONE DOLLAR A DAY $ 6 a week. This sura and the interest
on it, will in twenty years, make you a comfortable fortune. The interest on this fortune will support you the rest of your life.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bauk. .

V-

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

CO.

TRUST

LOTS in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION

BOY

Las Cruces

WATSON

Sole Agents in Santa Pe.

ZZr'Z

St.

119 San Francisco

Phone Fed Ho. 189

ALSO

RE JO LVED

'

TCP

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

Dealers in Furniture

Watt

.

FOR

THE HOUSE

you

lb
or 5ay there

ac-vi- s,

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rags

u

Everything in Hardware.

COMPANY

&

our
Windows

INoticG

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest, no
taxes, do mortage, a defd when the lots are
paid for You cn't, afford to let a GOOD investment like this go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third ceuts a day.
C- -

,.

sm

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
the Isaac Walton Fever.
take

'

OF

O

ard

BUSTER

kinds of furnishings from cainaware to stoves, and
chairs, table
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, for
the babies.
racks.
folding
Wagner
aud bat
GRE.VT!!
are
Tbey
Look over oar stock and see if there isu'i
something to interest you.
AU

go-car- ts

e

j

d

pro-'nanc-

mm

j

pro-Berg-

Ornamental Doors.

.jWM

pro-her-

i

El

.iKWumr

1

14

1

u

?'i

MARKET REPORT

e

onto

i

2

3-- 4

'

ir t'' '
'

-

4

1

i

J

3-- S

K

4

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, a'ld
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
ke

s pacifications.

RELIABLE DRUGS
AND MEDICINES

f?H-50-

Are the only kind safe to use. The
uncertain kind are very apt to do more
harm than good.
WHAT YOU GET
FROM THIS PHARMACY

3--

for your drugs and medicines.

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

50

8

1--

5--

'

1--

&

S

7--

3--

If the
you can rely upon absolutely.
health of your household is dear to you
prove your sincerity by coming here

STRlPLIHG-BUrtflOW-

Charles W. Dudrow

'

W.

N

T0WMSEND & CO.
honest dealing

j

C. A, RISING
AGENT FOR

W

Biils Bros, Monumental
OP DENVER

GKANITK
MKMORIAI.S AT REASONABf.K 1'IiICKS

AIjTi IjliA I IKS OK M A RHTj'K

125

Palace Ave.

Santa Fe,

Co.

f

AFNDOV

,Yrv7T

.

N. Alex.

On,!-T,,-

OMSBSSSmEm

Hour Electric ervice
.ftor. RAareh 1st
9ri an
those
Santa Fe Water

ItfGeS
AND

This space next week for Electric Irons!
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company

$20.00

r.

THE SAN'Ia Fh Hhu

PACE SIX.

Ml

St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

xx

&

0

Company.

Railway

iKt'Uil

In

'own

I

"19

Mill-
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f 8 20

I.V
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t
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.STATIONS
!!! Moines. N. M..

-

i0

1
f

t'tipuliu

f 8 85
f 8 50
i 9 10

.:l

9 35

4 15

Vtttil
Tlionipson
i 'uiiiiinKliiuii
Ar V lifto iiHcmw N M Ly
I.v
Katun. N M.
Ar:
AiM'lifton HoustsN. M..LV
I. v.. Clifton House N" M.Ar
Sl'reston
I.v
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I

50
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"11
00
(1 OS
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K oe

82
S2

17 18
7 35

.('imurron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan

,Ar.
I.v.

.... l.'te Park,

94

9 40

11 37
11 20
11 (10
10 40

J
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Colfax
( Vrrososo

5 50
6 08
6 35

lo oo

12 (HI
11 37

j

10

1
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10

I.v!

9 42
9 25

N. M.. l.vl

8 55
47
fs 37
8 20
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SHIP YOUK FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

The Best Route

System

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P.

A.

El Paso Texas.

E. Gadler,

.New

j
j

She Befriended Prospector in the
tana Hills Some Twenty
Years Ago.

vorK

Mon-

GRADE S

Spokane, Wash., June fi. Bread cast
upon the waters in nursing back to
health and grubstaking a prospector
in the Montana hills, 20 years ago,
probably will return in the shape of a
to
fortune, estimated at $2,500,000,
Mrs. Dolly E. Baker, living with her
family in northern Idaho, 36 miles
east of here. R. J. Filmore of Rochester, N. Y., who is on the way to
Spokane, believes the woman is the
rightful heir, designated in the wild
as "Dolly Grant, divorced from Wil-larFE
J. Grant at Helena, Mona., in
June, 1880."
"It might be that one of the boys
in the old mining camp remembered
!ind 1Ptm"
Embudo
$2.65
me," she continued, "for in those days
as is the custom today, the settler
"
4.55
Tres Piedras
keeps the latchstring on the weather-sid- e
of his shack. My family befriend"
6.30
Antonito
ed many prospectors in those days
when sick and in need, and in numer
"
Chama
9.50
ous instances we provided grubstakes
after they recovered their healtih and
were able to continue the search for
WagonWheel Gap ,$fin 10.70
the yellow metal in the hills.
"But the whole thing is a mystery
to me, as I do not even know the
name of the person who has made me
his heir, and probably I shall not
learn it until after Mr. Filmore has
and I
completed his investigation
prove to his satisfaction that I am
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.
the "Dolly Grant" he is looking for
in the northwest."
To establish her identity Mrs. Bak- er produced the decree of the court
jm,,i,,n
at Helena, granting a divorce from
Grant at the time mentioned, but said
I
AUTO
that she is unable to recall any one
who could leave a fortune to her, addCarrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
ac- ing it could not be a relative, as oilier
to
and
automobiles
N.
furnished
M.,
Special
between
Vaughn,
sengers
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers members of her family, which is a
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any large one, would have heard of it and
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
land Railroads
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor&
Railroad.
Fe
Santa
Topeka
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M.( at
in Vaughan at 6 p. in.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

FISHING RAT ES

d

TO

FROM SANTA

Best Trout

FISHING
In the World

Tickets at Union Depot.

TO

DHQUPI

LAS VEGAS,

PfKWFII NPW MPY

;

newspapers,

,t is , Fine Ruildino. That Every Vis
itor From the States Will Cer- tainly Be Proud Of.

RATES

new TWO MILLION DOLLAR
American ambassador to Mexico HenTELEPHONE MERGER.
TO ALL POINTS VIA
ry Lane Wilson, has finished moving
the embassy lo its new location, and Will Install Twenty Thousand Autothe
by the first of September, when
matic Instruments in Spocentennial celebration of Mexico bekane Alone.
gins, American visitors will be received by tihe United States repreEffective June 2nd, 1910
Spokane, Wash., June C Official
sentatives in a palacial office home, announcement
is made bv Thaddeus S.
for Mr. Wilson, when house hunting,
of the Home Tele-- j ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
insisted upon a place where his offices Lane, president
a traffic agree- that
by
company,
phone
in
the
and living apartments would be
$73.70
.ment
that organization and the Inter-- ; ' AotSUK I
'
same building.
state Telephone Compan, both of Spo- $77.95
The new embassy is of recent con- kane, have practically merged $2,000,- - j Drjcxrjw
struction, built of stone. The archi- 000 of invested capital in eastern CHICAGO
$50.35
tectural design is very pleasing. The
the panhandle ot Idaho
rooms are spacious, and apated to en- Washington,in western
Montana. The DETROIT
and points
$60.35
tertaining on large scales if the am- Home Company will have 5,000 auto-amtibassador and his wife feel inclined
$44.60
instruments in operation in this HOT SPRINGS
to give social functions.
city early in January, he said, and KANSAS CITY
$35.35
To Americans in Mexico it is a afterward add 1,000 a month up to 20,- to
the
by
pass
sight
embassy 000. The Interstate has 2,500 instru- ST. LOUIS
pleasant
$44 35
and see the American colors, or gaze ments and 1,200 miles of long distance
at the coat of arms over the doors.
$75.15
circuits in operation, covering terri- NEW YORK
Naturally, hundreds of Americans tory within a radius of 150 miles of
will come here during next SeptemThe joint company anSpokane.DAYLIGHT TRAIN
ber, and naturally tlhey will want to nounces a rate of $2 a month for resisee the American embassy. Of it they
dence telephones and1 $6 a month for
BETWEEN
will have no cause to be ashamed.
business instruments, all direct trunk
That Treasure Again.
lines. The Pacific Telephone & TelThere is a man here, an American
Company charges from $2.50
of course, who is "dead sure" that by egraph
&
lines
?3 25 for
tQ ?2 75 for party
the first of next September, when the
line and $G a month for busi-nps- c
single
centennial celebration in Mexico betelenhones.
"The comnetition
gins, he will have all kinds of money wm be based upoQ gervice and not on
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
tq spend during that month, and
Mr. Lane said. "There is room
rates,"
a. m. Daily.
pnnnp'T) lAft nvpr tr 1:ppm Vnm In inni.
for D0tn companies,
T
,T
V
fort the balance of his days. He
thinks, or pretends to, that he has TEXAS CITY WILL MAKE
For information regarding freight
"spotted" the place where the rich
GOOD ROADS CAMPAIGN.
and passenger rates etc. Call
treasure of Moctezuma, the Aztec
is
buried.
monarch,
San Antonio, Texas, June 6. For
at city office, Laughlin Block
For more than 400 years there has
of furthering the cause of
the
purpose
been a more or less continuous search
or Phone 145.
the chamber of commerce
for the wealth which was hidden by good roads
this city will take the initiative
the ancient emperor.
Had the old cf
in an active campaign to be launched
monarch any idea of the trouble he in the
J. G. EADS,
very near future. The roads to
was going to cause by leaving some
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
of Che filthy lucre in such a mysteri- be built are to be constructed with
ous way, it is certain he would have
been compassionate to future generations and allowed his friend Cortez
the pleasure of dedicating it to the
king of Spain.
Now comes an American looking for
Aztec gold. His name is T. A. Ken-yoV
and he says he has solved the
problem. He knows the hiding place.
With the true Anglo-Saxojudgment
he will not tell which mound out on
the plains of Mexico covers the treasure from view. Mr. Kenyon read an
old Aztec novel, nicely stenciled on a
richly colored brick, and it told him
all about it, so lie says.
Mexico

City,

The

June

lew lexiGo

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

manag-- r

l'a connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9
ana XNOS. 4 ana 8
Keturning arrive at Santa Fe 13 :10 I. m.

j

i

i

rAKN

i

c

-

That's why they are called Preventics.
Preventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Onin.
Ine, no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for the
' children-a- nd
thoroughly safe too. If you feei
chilly. If you sneeze, if you ache all over, think of
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
usual sickness. And don t forget your child, if
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
there is feverishness, nightor day. Herein prob.
:
Train leaves for the north at 10 If ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Hold in
Prevents. Insist on your druggists giviug you
east-DOUn-

Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conalso takes
nect with No. 1

Train arrives from the north at
m.
New Mexico Central.

west-boun-

passengers for
ing Lamy

at

arrive at Santa

d
No. 2
pass6:30 p. m. Returning
Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.

-

Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a, n
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 i

east-boun-

m.

Preventics
STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

El Paso

Santa Fe

xcursion

n

PLANTING 600,000 APPLE
TREES EACH YEAR.
Seventeen

to

Thousand

Be Developed

Acre

Orchard

at Deer Park,

Washington.

Spokane, Wash., June 6. Arcadia
Orchard Company, headed by B. N.
0
Robinson, of Spokane, is planting
acres of land to apple and other
commercial fruits near Deer Park,
Wash., 22 miles north of here. A
thousand acres have been planted,
acres are clearing and ready for
trees, and it is expected that the. work
on the rest of the land, now mostly in
standing timber, will be completed
within five years. The tract will be irrigated by water from Loon and Deer
lakes, the gravity system calling for
eight and a half miles of low ditch and
flume, 18 miles of high ditch, a tunnel
of 1,100 feet and a pipe line, 48 inches
in diameter and two miles in length,
from Loon lake to the land. Three
hundred thousand apple trees will be
planted next fall, after which the
planting will be at the rate of 600,000
a year. One and a quarter million
trees are required for the entire tract,
To check early colds ot Grippe with "Prevent irs"
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a. cold which will be the largest orchard in
with Preventics is safor than to lot it run and be
the country, if present plans are carobliged to cure it afterwards. To be surf, preventics will cure even a deeply seated cold, hut ried out.
It is purposed to colonize
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, or
bead off these early colds. That's suruly butter. the land with city dwellers.

west-boun-

Sentnd

i

17,-00-

TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN
Los Angeles or
San Diego,
$35.20
45.20
San Francisco
Oneway
Portland or Seattle - 60.90
vii
---

---

July 2od. to 8th. 25th to 28th Aug 30th to
Sept. 7th. Sept. 24t". to 30th. Limit three months
but not to exceed Ot tober 31st. 1910

On sale

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

4,-0-

Stop That Cold

J. W. STOCKARD,

$4.05

f

j

"DOLLY" GRANT INHERITS
FORTUNE OF $2,500,000.

RIO

illi Ercampment

NEW AMERICAN EMBASSY
PALACE IN MEXICO.

Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. Bolesto Gallegos, San
Marcial; W. P. Sanders, Magdalena;
J. E.
F. O. Kyle, Texarkana, Tex.;
McMahon, Las Vegas; H. S. Arnold,
Pecos; E. E. Ford, St. Louis; W. H.
Olcott, Washington, D. C; E. H. Agell,
New York City; J. W. Collier, Estan-cia- ;
S,
G. M.
Hart, Albuquerque;
Hecht, Denver; H. T. D' Albert, New
York City; W. W. Berger, Belen; C.
N. Shippleyfl Milwaukee.
Gregg's.
Hugh Carlisle, Mesilla Park; Arthur
Dodge, Las Cruces; G. B. Smith, Kansas City; Thomas Brown, Waco, Tex.;
Clovis; C. P.
Samuel Milderbrand,
T. B. Davis,
Thompson, Chicago;
Springfield, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
,
Thomas, Glorieta; Mrs. P. St. Ednii-sonSioux Falls, S. D.; Charles
Earickson, Pecos; Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
James, Joliet; Joan Ballantyne, Chicago; J. H. Heald, Albuquerque; John
Taylor, Los Angeles.
Coronado.
James Martinez, Taos; Evan Williams, Glorieta; A. E. Hawkins,
L. Johnson, Las Vegas.

ASK FOR TICKETS

El Paso & Southwestern

special consideration of automobile
traffic.
One ajlready projected will
connect Kerrville with this city and if
It Helps to Solve Problem of High enough
can be secured
an air line automobile road to Corpus
Cost of Living for the Poor Man
in This Country.
Christi or some other convenient point
on the Gulf coast will be built.
Dallas, Texas, June 6. Cotton seed
Hour and the dainty things thai can
If you are in need of anything, try
be made from it, have become the a New
Mexican Want Ad.
topic of the day since the opening
here of the Texas Cotton Seed CrushCotton
ers' Association convention.
seed flour bread and pastry are obtainable in most of the restaurants and
at the bakeries and seem to meet the
gastronomic standards of everybody.
Here is a recipe that ought to prove
of interest to progressive housekeepN. M.
ers. To make yeast bread of cotton
seed flour mix the following: Two
JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.
quails of cotton seed flour, one quart
Ron I'd Trip Rate fr m
of sweet milk, two quarts of wheat
flour, two teaspoons of salt, a small
SANTA FE, N. M
pint of sugar,
cup of yeast, one-hal- f
one-hal- f
and
molasses
of
pint
pint of cotton seed oil. This will
make a very fine, short bread, tasting
Tickets on Sale
more like cake than anything else.
Cotton seed flour is nothing but cotJUNE 6, 7. 8.
ton eed meal well milled and bolted
and has a very high nutritive value.
Return lioii June 11th, 1910
Its protein contents are 53.90 as
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
against 10. OS in ordinary wheat flour,
IH.o
round
Cotton
beef.
of
in lean
and
seed flour will cost much less than
wheat flour and with the poor man it
CHfcAP ROUND TRIP
will solve the high price of food

G. A. R.

her long before this time.
.Mrs. Baker was located near Coeur
li'Aleue, Idaho, as the result of an item
appearing in western
several weeks ago.

6, 1910.

f

adviseil

HOTRL ARRIVALS

fs

JUNE

COTTON SEED FLOUR
IS VERY NUTRITIOUS.

one-ihal-

Antonio, Tex.;
City.

I

MONDAY,

UNEQUALED
FOS BAD BLOO

Palace.
Connects with K. I'. A S. V. Ry, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. at 6:15 p. m.
Mr
V. Ky. train No. 123 leaving liawson N, M. at 9:55a. in.
A. H. McMilleu. Albuquerque;
t Connects with K.I'.
SStane for Van Honten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
W.
J.
Mrs.
and
Louisville,
Ky.;
Flood,
from IteMoines as follow:
Passenger trains arrive am! depart
I,US SOUTH
.SOUTHBOUND
.1. L. Hennessy,
HOfNH:
Canon City, Colo.; J,
No, 8. 10 44 a. in.
No. 1. 4 48 a. m.
L. Starkes, Kansas City; J. Kalter,
No, 2. 11.11 p. in.
No. 7.6 49 p in.
Track connection with A. T. A S, V. Ry.at Raton and Preston with f!. AS. Ry. at
St. Louis; William T, Thorsen, F. C.
Des Moines K P, S. V. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Chicago; L. Lukowitz, Denver;
N.
Clark,
M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Cimarron.
and Red Lakes, N . M
Humphreys, Birmingham,
Humphrey
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the follow ing stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Eng.; William C. Thorsen, Chicago;
Baldy Black Lakes. Cerro. Klinbethtown. I.obo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
C. E. Bouiden, Frankford, Ind.; Miss
Daily. fKlag, tDaily except Sunday
Clara True, Espanola; Miss Bryan,!
F. M, WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
J DEDMAN,
Red lands, Calif.; .1. C. McMichael,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Kansas City; D. C. Raphael, Des
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Ratn. N. M
Moines; Mr. and Mrs. H. Boerner, San

!

M.

Normal, healthy blood contains millions of tiny red corpuscles, which
the vitalizing and nourishing element of the circulation. These corpuscles a:v
constantly forming in healthy systems by the extraction of nutriment from food
eaten, and this nourishment is then supplied through the circulation to evar;
'
:
portion of the system. Any system which does not receive the proper amoun f
blood r.cun?'".ment is not prepared to withstand the countless disorders that assaU
can not nourish ths body, the circulation must be pure, rich an''
it. Bad b'.r-cstrong if w? would enjoy good health. Bad blood manifests itself in various
ways. With some it takes the form of skin diseases and eruptions, others become
bilious and malarious, with sallow complexions, torpid liver, etc. If the germs and
impurities in the blood are of a more virulent nature then bad blood becomes moro
serious and produces Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, and like troub!'".
Nothing ey Is S. S. S. for bad blood. It is Nature's own blood purifier, made
from roots, '.erbs an:! barks. It goes into the circulation and removes every imtin
purity cr prison, strengthens and enriches the blood, and in this way supplies
body wi' h t'.e proper amount of nourishment to maintain good health. S. S. S.
is likewise ir-- finest of all tonics and while purifying the blood builds up eve y
'
svitem. S. S. S. cures every ailment coming from bad blood, arJ
porUcri cf
Book on the blood
i decs so ,mrjly because it purifie3 the circulation.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
free to ail w'.o write.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
HI

SANTA FE, N.

PLAN TO ABOLISH
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
San Antonio, Texas, June G. Claim
system in
ing that the,
the local high school has not been a

J. Lukin has started a movement for
its abolishment. His principal objection is based on the difficulty of enforcing strict discipline in classes
where boys and girls are mixed.

PORTLAND.
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER
& VICTORIA
On sale May 28th to

June

Jnly 9th to 16th. Limit

as above.

TO THE EAST and RETURN
Chicago
St. Louis

-

-

-

--

-

$50.35
44.35

21.10
18.15
16.?5

Denver
Colorado Springs
Pueblo
On sale

Other

daily after June 1st return limit Oct 31st

1910.

Excursions run daily Juoe li, to Sept.
30tn at slightly higher fares than quoted above.
Oali;,-rri-

Call on or address

H

q

Intz.

Atfftnt. Santa Fe,

N, M.

MONDAY,

SALOON

JUNE

6, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

QUESTION AT
ISSUE IN ALAMOGORDO.

than our share."
But, the general public asks:
"Can any kind of an incorporation
incorporate around all around a saloon and so leave that saloon immune?"
Many don't believe it, both antis
and prohis don't believe it, makes
no difference what court decided it.
And some of our business men have
already declared that they will fight
it to a finish before they will pay another dollar of village tax.
Can you blame them?
Away goes our incorporation!
Isn't worth a damn!
Mayor Sherry was asked for something and said:
"The point involved in the case,
was as to the validity of the ordinance
relating to a liquor dealer's license. It
was claimed on the part of the petitioner for the writ that tlhe ordinance
was invalid for the reason that the
legislature had not given the power
to the board of trustees to enact the
ordinance. The village of Alamogordo
was incorporated under the law of
1909, which of itself does not give
the power to license, but my contention is that the power is given under
tne general act of this Territory relating to municipal corporations, compiled laws, 1897, subsection 18 of section 2402, of said act, provides that
municipal corporations 'shall have the
right to license, regulate or prohibit
the selling or giving away of any intoxicating malt, vinous, mixed or fermented liquor, and to determine the
amount, to be paid for such license.'
"I am informed that Judge McFie
has recently, in a similar case, involving the validity of an ordinance
of the village of Aztec, held that villages have the power to license, regulate or prohibit the sale of intoxicating

drinks."

Mayor Sherry is also of the opinion
that we cannot make "fowl of one
and fish of another," and that if we
cannot tax a saloon we cannot tax a
dog, nor grocery dealer,, nor anything

BakesRoasts Broils Toasts

WOMAN

(Special

BAKES

bread, pie
bakes them perfectly

!!.

CURED

wr.

j

By Lydia E. Pinkham's

It

i

j

Oil &Q

Single Combed Rhode Island Red That
Commenced Laying Before
Five Months Old.

June 6. Miss
Spokane, Wash.,
Emma LaBarge of 2516 North StandRock
ard avenue, has a Plymouth
chick with three legs, and Joseph
Gump, living at 213 East Art avenue,
claims distinction for a single-combe- d
Rhode Island Red, which laid its first
egg four months and 23 days after it
Rock
The Plymouth
was hatched.
has 14 toes, six of them growing on
the third leg. Otherwise the chick appears to be normal. The third leg is
one and a half inches in length. It is
perfectly formed and is as useful as
the other two, each with four toes,
in scratching for food. Mr. flump's
pullet probably has broken all records
for early layers, but there is nothing
remarkable about the bird. The egg
is of ordinary size and weight. The
Spokane Poulty and Pet Stock Association will award a medal to; Mr.
Gump on June 20, unless in the meantime the officers hear of a better record for a pullet. Al claims must be
accompanied by affidavits and photograph of the pullet addressed to R. H.
Hughes, assistant secretary of the
Spokane Chamber of Commerce.

'

San Antonio, Texas, June fi. To
Jesusa Casaos, who died a few
days ago at the age of 98, belonged
the honor of being this city's oldest
native resident. Mrs. Casaos was born
at Mission Espada, at a time when tibis
city was still known as San Antonio
de Bexar and when it was little more'
than a Spanish presidio, surroundei
by the adobe huts of a few Indian
camp followers. Mission Espada, now
known as Fourth Mission, was then a
considerable distance from the city
and on the day on which Mrs. Casaos
was born a roving band of Cherokee
Indians surprised the settlement and
killed her father, sparing the life of
the mother for the sake of tlhe infant.
Mrs. Casaos passed her whole life in
this city and during that time saw it
under the Spanish, Mexican. Texan.
Confederate and American flags.
Mr

PROVED HIMSELF TO BE
A PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN.

else.
J. E. Wharton prepared a 75 typewritten page brief on the matter for
Minister Refuses to Sue American
Bankers' Association for False
Judge Mechem's consideration's and
won the case.
Arrest By Detectives.
Wharton has certainly plucked a
San Antonio, Texas, June 6. In olvery important legal feather from
New Mexico law books and added it
der to show that he was somewhat of
to his own cap.
a practical Christian, Louis Schneider-nian- ,
"I have called for the purpose of oba missionary, who was illega'ly
arrested and brought from his home
taining information from you in relaof
in California to .answer a charge
tion to the Davidson habeas corpus
bank swindling in this city, declines
case recently tried before Judge Meto sue the detective agency of the
SOMEWHAT LIKE CERTAIN
chem at Carrizozo?"
NEW MEXICO STATESMEN. American Bankers' Association, which
"Well, what do yon want to know
caused his illegal arrest and extradiabout it?"
"I will be pleased to have you give Mayor Bryan Boru Callaghan of San tion. Schneiderman lhas accepted his
railroad fare home and a small payme full information as to the issue inAntonio Had Forgotten He
ment for the time he has lost. SchneidOwed Taxes. ;
volved in the case, and as to whether
erman at the time of his arrest proor not Judge Mechem has given a writSan Antonio, Texas, June 6. Some- tested that he was innocent but the
ten opinion in the case."
"The case was argued and submit- how Mayor Bryan Boru Callaghan of detectives were not open to convicthis city had forgotten that he owed tion. On his arrival here the mistake
ted to the court at Carrizozo last
advise- - $3,800 in arrear taxes; somehow, also made was realized.
tinder
taken
was
and
urday

FOR HKXT
FOR

NOTE :

see that tht

Hair

e

Ca- -

FOR RPfXT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street
Inquire
at 2 In San Francisco street.
WA.NTKI)
Partner with small capital for chicken raricb business.
See

Co. southeast

&

cor-

WANTEI)--H- y
POSITION
druggists, single young man with references. Can register in New Mexico.
M. C. .lones, t'.reen Ridge, Mo.

FOR SALE Lands irrigated bv thp
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices ?t Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.

reads " WW PERFECTION."

Las Animas district, Sierra county, N.
M., is now taking place. This district,
which is characterized by a number of
HOW THEY STAND.
fissure veins converging at Animas
peak, contains much mineral wealth.
National League.
and vanadium have been
Won. Lost Per Ct. Lead, copper
and
1:1
25
prospecting work
.05s discovered
Chicago
5
2.")
,
.025 points to a renaissance in the mining
New York
IN
.51 t!
lb
Cincinnati
operations of ths district. The StateIS
is
.500; hood Mines
Pittsburg
Company is beginning ac21
2t
St. Louis
The Snake mine has
22
.405 tive operations.
lb
Brooklyn
14
22
.:is) been unwatered and is being retimber-ePhiladelphia
1."
2
:;;
Boston
where necessary and a new raise
will connect the 500-ft- .
level with the
125 level.
New openings along the
American League.
Won Lost Per c. vein south of the main shaft are show11
25
.(194 ing bodies of good ore.
Work will
New York
.fiX-j
12
20
shortly begin on the unwatering of the
Philadelphia
.010 Opportunity mine.
20
It;
Detroit
Preparations are
21
17
.553 being made to put. the
Boston
mill in
19
.441 operation within GO days. The Sigma
15
Cleveland
2:5
IT
.425 Construction and Development, ComWashington
12
22
pany, controlling the Wicks vein, is
Chicago
.211 confining itself to
8
"0
St. Louis
development work,
and is sinking a new shaft on the
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
south slope, 750 feet from the old one.
National League.
The new shaft, is a standard
Pittsburg at Boston.
shaft and is being sunk on
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
the foot-waat an incline of about
Chicago at Philadelphia.
30 degrees.
It is now down 3(35 feet
Si. Louis at. New York.
and will be continued to a depth of
American League.
500 feet which will place it on the 650
at
Detroit.
Washington
level of the old shaft. The two shafts
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
have been connected by a drift and
Boston at Chicago.
crosscut on the 300-f- t
New York at St. Louis.
level, while a
level has been made at 250 feet in the
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
new shaft. At 355 feet a vein of
American League.
Detroit 2; Philadelphia 0.
ore, 18 inches in width, was enSt. Louis 2; Boston 1.
The Ameranza Gold Mincountered.
New York 2: Chicago 0.
ing Company has leased the Bonanza
vein and is operating the old stamp
Western League.
Des Moines 4; Lincoln 3.
mill on 400 tons of ore which were exWichita 7; St. Joseph 3.
tracted during the winter. No new
ore. is being mined. Hiltscher BrothSioux City 8; Omaha 4.
Pacific Coast League.
ers, who are operating on the southOakland G: Los Angeles 1.
west slope of Animas peak, have sunk
Oakland 7; Los Angeles fi.
a development shaft 150 feet, drifted
Sacramento 5; Portland 7.
250 feet on the
level and are
Vernon 1 : San Francisco 0.
now in a deposit of native copper in
Vernon 3; "San Francisco 5.
amygdaloid similar to that, of the
American Association.
Michigan copper region. A new enLouisville 3; Milwaukee 2.
gine and air compressor have been ordered and the eredion of a mill conIndianapolis 4: Minneapolis 6.
Toledo 4; St. Paul 0.
The vanadium properties
templated.
Columbus 7: Kansas City 2.
of the Vanadium Queen Mining ComSouthern League.
pany are not yet in active operation,
Memphis 1 Mobile 0.
but prospecting work is being done
and deposits of high-- grade ore are be
ing uncovered. The property contains
I
many caves which, so far as explored,
MINES AND MINING
are filled with vanadium ore.

d

gold-copp-

80-f- t.

;

and

FOR KENT - Furnished room with
Apply at the

.

j

Mrs.

lialb aii'd eb civic i:i;bt.
New Mexiean.

BASEBALL.

j

C.

tiledral Place.

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

j

T.

Apply

plain seiiiiL.r
Holdren,

.

Moffett
ner of Plaza.

name-plat-

barney and

,

horse.

dressmaking.

Every dealer everywhere ; if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
to the nearest agency of the

j

SALE--I'.iil'l- '.v

,!iihi;.i; St.

Winters.

ok-sto- ve

Be sure yon gel this stove

room. Use

Fiiri,M;c,!

family

!

has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot.
Drop shelves for the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled towel racks.
enamel chimneys. The nickel finish,
It has long turquoise-blu- e
with the bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove very attractive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the
2 and
stoves can be had with or without Cabinet.
CAUTIONARY

reom. Mrs

.

lK.T--FmM:--

of bath. Lady on!;.. )tt;

M&w IferSctioit

g

CHICKEN WITH THREE
LEGS AND FOURTEEN TOES.

Kim
lias u --

No drudgery of coal and
ashes; no stooping to get at
the oven; no smoke, no dust,
no odor just good cooking
with greater fuel economy.
Irons and water in wash-boil- er
always hot. The

Vegetable Compound

j

and cake
all through,

and browns them appetizingly.
ROASTS heef, poultry and game
with a steady heat, which preserves the rich natural flavor.
BROILS steaks and chops makes
them tender and inviting.
TOASTS bread, muffins, crack
ers and cheese.

i

'
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'his political

ANOTHER

Municipality Will Carry it to Higher
Court Interview With Mayor
Byron Sherry.
ew
Correspondence of ihe
Mexican.)
The Alamogordo saloon is open
again.
In one sense thai is mII there is to it.
But there is another sense to it
of which the public cannot understand.
The reason why the public cannot
understand is because the public are
not made up of lawyers as a whole.
Just to tell the public (and the public should know both sides) we wi-say, first:
The
Alamogordo
Improvement
Company would not. because they
said they could not, pay $3,000 annual
license on the saloon. The company
would have paid $2,000 license and
never asked any further questions,
but they claimed that $:!,000 was prohibitive.
An amendment
lo the "saloon or-- !
dinance" was passed by the votes of
Trustees Scipio, Evans and Hill, mak-- :
ins the license $2,000 instead of $3.0(j0.
The mayor by the authority given
him by an ordinance, did not approve
of this $2,000 'amendment" and, of
course, something else had to be done.
J. E. Wharton of El Paso and J. L.
Lawson of Alamogordo were employ- ed by the company to test the validity
of the ordinance as passed by the vil- lage to see whether or not the village
could tax the saloon. The reason why
the company did so was upon advice
vilby Wharton and Lawson that tlhe
lage (not town nor city) could not
tax the saloon.
A case was started.
Upon advice of attorneys, Wharton and Lawson, the saloon was
and remained open long
opened
enough for a test case.
The case was argued before Judge
Mechem at Carrizozo last Saturday.
Wednesday Judge Mechem decided the case in favor of the Alamogordo saloon and against the village
of Alamogordo.
And the saloon opened.
Mr. Beach said:
"We are not opposed to incorporation we wanted to help all we could
even do more than our part but
could not pay $3,000 annual license on
the saloon when we were only getting
$3,600 out of it. We would have paid
$2,000 and never questioned Mie matter. We waited a whole month to see
if something would not be done to reduce the license, and while we were
advised by our attorneys that, we were
not to pay additional tax even though
Alamogordo was incorporated, yet we
were willing to do something towards
helping the incorporation and would
have paid the $2,000. We are not antagonizing any interests of Alamogordo. We will do our part, even more

enemies, tile commission
that
government league, discovered
such was the case. The result of this,
proved embarrassing to the mayor ami
interesting to the public. Moreover'
ver
the former's position became
awkward when it was discovered that
t!i
city auditor, a strong Callaghan
man. would have to stop the mayor's
'salary unless the kick taxes were,
ver. Mayor Cal- promptly paid.
has
the
taken
highan
bull of dilemma
by its horns and in exchange of a tax
receipt (:" $1,:Vt;i he was given his
monthly check for :iuu. The balance
of the arrear taxes he declined to pay
for the reason that the property on
v hi h they .ire due is in litigation.
.Mayor Callaghan is a poor man and.
Black Duck, Minn. "About a year some of tile taxes due date back sixago I wrote you that I was sick "and teen years. The exposing of the maycould not do any of or's delinquency in this matter is the
uiy liou.se work. My work of the commission government
sickness Mas called league, whose chairman. Thomas L.
Retroflexion. When
was criticized by liim for no"
I would sit down I Coinoy,
felt as if I could not having paid his poll tax. This, howo o k ever was merely an oversight due in
pet u L.p. Pinkham's
of a new
pari to the enforcement
Lydia
.Mr. Conroy at the time
Comlaw.
tax
poi!
Vegetable
pound and did just paid several hundred dollars in propas you told me and er! taxes and was under the impres
now I am perfectly sion
that, as heretofore, his poll tax
cured, and have a was included
in the same receipt.
bin bah v bov."
Mrs. Anna Axokksox, iio: is, iilack
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
lM';k, Minn.
OF OWLS TO MEET.
Consider This Advice.
Xo woman should submit to a surgical operation, which may mean death, Twelve Hundred Delegates Will Atuntil she lias given Lydia" K. Pinkham's
tend Initiation of One Hundred
Vegetable Compound, made exclusiveNovitiates.
ly from roots and herbs, a fair trial.
This famous medicine for women
Spokane, Wash., June (1. Twelve
has for thirty years proved to be the
most valuable tonic and invijorator of hundred delegates, representing every
the female organism. Women resid- state, territory and province in Amering in almost every city and town in ica, have been registered for the anthe United States bear willing testi- nual grand conclave of the Fraternal
mony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia Brotherhood of Owls in Spokane, July
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Li
a class of more than
It cures female ills and creates radi- 100 towill15, when
as members of
initiated
be
ant, buoyant female health. If you
are ill, for your own sake as well as Spokane Xest, which has a memberthose you love, give it a trial.
ship of 500. The sessions will take
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., place in the Pacific halls, the chief
invites all sick women to write business being the revision of the conlier for advice. Her advice is free, stitution, election of grand officers and
and always helpful
the selection of a place of meeting for
the
year. Oflicers of Spokane
ment by Judge Mechem. On Wednes- Xestcoming
are arranging a program of enday last, upon hearing it rumored on tertainment, which includes automothe streets that a decision had been bile sight-seeintrips, excursions to
rendered in the case, I telegraphed to lake and forest resorts
and apple disJudge Mechem stating that I would be tricts in eastern Washington
and
pleased to have him file a written northern Idaho, also a series of recepopinion in the case, and on the same tions and theatre parties. A feature
day I wrote Mr. Downs, clerk of court, will be a midnight banquet for 2,000
requesting him to furnish me as soon among the pines in one of the nearas filed, a certified copy of the opinwill
The chief officer-elec- t
by parks.
ion. Up to this time I have received
as toastmaster, and there will
preside
no answer to telegram or letter, and be
many prominent speakers from
consequently am uninformed as to various parts of the United States and
whether or not an opinion setting Canada.
forth the reasons for the decision, has
been filed in the case.
TEXAS SQUARE BALE
"The point involved in the case was,
GINNERS' ASSOCIATION.
as to the validity of the ordinance relating to a liquor dealer's license. It Clean Seed and a Clean Product is the
was claimed on the part of the petiSlogan of the Texas Manufactioner for the writ, that the ordinance
turers.
was invalid for the reason that the
to
not
given the power
legislature had
San Antonio, Texas, .lune G. Clean
the board of trustees to enact the orcotton
and clean seed will hereafter
of
The
dinance.
Alamogordo
village
of the Texas Square
be
the
slogan
was incorporated under the laws of
Bale
Ginners'
Association, which just
itself
of
act
1909, the incorporation
a
session
ended
here called for the
does not give the ower to license,
but my contention is that the power is purpose of bringing it. in touch with
the cotton seed crushers. Members of
given under the general act of this
the
organization were unanimous on
incorto
municipal
territory relating
fact that there is nothing to be
the
Subporation, Compiled Laws, 1897,
section IS, of Section 2402, of said act, gained by selling cotton and seed fullwhich provides that municipal corpor- of foreign matter. A resolution proa penalty of $25 for every
ations, 'shall have the right to license, posing
of dirty seed was defeated
shipment
regulate or prohibit the selling or giv- on
but will be
grounds,
legal
malt,
of
any intoxicating,
ing away
annual
dticed
at
the
meeting of the as- vinous, mixed or fermented liquors,
at College Sia-- j
he
to
held
sociation
and to determine the amount to be
The report
month.
next
Texas,
tion,
paid for such license.'
"I am informed that Judge McFie that the Texas Square Bale Ginners"
has recently, in a similar case involv- Association was hostile in its attitude
towards the round bale is unfounded,
ing the validity of an ordinance of the
The intention is to investigate the
invillage of Aztec, held that village
round bale more fully and adopt it if
terof
this
laws
the
under
corporated
its character should justify this.
ritory, have the power to 'license,
intoxof
sale
the
or
prohibit
regulate
OLDEST NATIVE RESIDENT
icating drinks.' "
OF SAN ANTONIO DIES.

PACE

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sol1 our brands
to the rettail trade. Big nay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co.. Cleveland, O.
WANTED A desirable couple who
like to go camping
in
the
beautiful Santa Clara canon, with a
family who knows all the secrets of
Address P O. Box Y 2.
camping.
would

WANTED
County and. district
agents to sell Mexico tropical lands
at $6.50 per acre on easy payments.
Wonderfully fertile. Safe investment.
Liberal commissions. Write for booklet. Mexico International Land Co.,
920 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
expense to learn trade of electricity,
automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
actual work on contract jobs. Only
few months required; 200 students last
year. Catalogue free. United Trade
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.

TYPEWRITERS
iitul repaired.
New
'leaned, ii(lju-te- l
platens furnished. Niblions and supplies
Typewriters sold, excliai.ired and routed
Standard mnkes handled. All repair work
and typewriters troarHiitnt'tl.
Santa Fe
Typewriter Exchange.

Notice for Publication

Isolated Tract.

No. 0120(37.

Public Land Sale.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 3, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Act of Congress approved June 27,
19(16 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at
public sale, to the highest bidder, at
10 o'clock a. m
on the 27th day of
the following
July, at this office,
described land:
SE

4

of NE

4

of Sec. 15, T. 15,

N., R. 0 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.

Any person claiming adversely the

land are advised to
their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.

above-describe-

d

file

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.

FRED MULLER,
Receiver.
TO AND

FROM

ROSWELL.

Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-- ,
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
The New Mexican Printing cum and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
pany has prepared civil and criminal fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
dockets especially for the use of jus is $5.80 and between Torrance and
tices of the peace. They are especial- Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-- ;
ly ruled, with printed headings, in mobile
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
either Spanish or English, made ol
good record paper, strongly and durIf you want anything on eartn. try
ably bound, w.ith leather back and a New Mexican Want Ad
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front tnd the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
HACK LINE
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
Proru
made up in civi' and criminal dockets,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
Meets Both North
1

zz
Grant County.
The May 1 report gives the

Chino
ore reserves 17,948,566 tons, assaying
2.6 per cent, copper.
The total increase for the last, month amounted
to 395,056 tons. The reserves may be
divided as follows: Developed ore,
tons, assaying 2.41 per cent
copper; parially developed, 10,072,987
tons, assaying 2.75 per cent copper.
The company has devloped a water
supply from the Apache Tajo spring,
from which it. is estimated that sufficient water for a 10,000-tomill can
be obtained. The deepest hole drilled,
namely, 1040 feet, with the bottom
still in
ore, had to be abandoned as the drill had reached its
workable depth. The company Is installing drills capable of operating to
3,000 feet or more.
Las Animas District, Sierra County Brigham Leatherbee of Hillsboro,
in the Mining and Engineering Journal, speaks as follows of the Las Anai-nia- s
n

WOOD'S

book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2. t
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a singln
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. State
district:
plainly whether English or Spanish
A revival of the mining interests of printed
heading is wanted.
high-grad-

South

Bounds Trains.

e

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north hound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Tiii3a.gr deneto 2tfa.lce Pas
se2a.g"er

Gonafcrtable.

FARE

Trip

S5.00

WfftSHDMffifflBI

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO

T
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veteran have been received from the to such proportions that five clerks ticttlarly as a member of the Cannon
rules committee, are regarded by the
commander in chief and will be read find it difficult to cope with it.
"progressives" as standing for all that
al ihe regular meeting.
ii reactionary.
Deed Recorded There REPUBLICAN PRIMARIES
Warranty
(Continued From Kaije two.)
IN VARIOUS STATES.
The fight has been waged with
has been recorded in Probate Clerk
great bitterness.
M. H. Otero will be at home to his Arniijo's office a warranty deed from
in
Governor Carroil has completed- an
friends from (i to 9 p. m. at 179 East Henry and Teresa Krick to James W. Cannon Congressman Turned Down
automobile
tour and asPennsylvania District Dalzell
Normeiif for a lot bounded on the
Palace avenue.
'he
a
will
on
Run.
win
that
Close
serts
Had
south
the
Tuesday by
Palace
Roswell
avenue,
The barn north by
Barn Burned at
June 6. Returns of a majority of 35,000.
Philadelphia.
of W. E. Burkey at Roswell was set :. A. B. Renehnn's loi ; the east by
Warren Garst the progressive canon fire by incendiaries and burned to Charles A. Wfoeelon's' property and the primary elections held throughout
that the Re didate claims a similar majority.
the ground with a good store of hay th,. west bv the arroyo called Cataract. the state Saturday show succeeded
in
'1 r.e
consideration was $1 and other publican organization has
and grain.
canslated
its
all
APPLICATION FOR WRIT
Mr.
Norment
nominating nearly
valuab'e considerations.
Drowned in Red Rivet Charles
sucI
instances
OF HABEAS CORPUS.
a
and
small
didates
in
is
many
lot
t,.ri:iv
that
Hip
son
the
of
Michael
21,
aged
them placed
Mc.Murdo, was drowned in the Red piece of property and that he hud no ceeded also in having
'upon the tickets of the opposition par- - Judge Scanlon Hears Arguments and
river. Mora county, twenty miles from plans to make public.
is
Takes Browne Case Under
It
to
Las
Went
Vegas
Many
Roy. while bathing.
The only break in tlhe Republican
Advisement.
timated that 294 persons went on the
School Board
Meeting Tonight
in
This evening a meeting of the Santa s,.ci!il train to Las Vegas from here party's congressional slate was
Chicago, June G. After several
Fe Board of Education will be held. yesterday to attend the opening of Schuylkill county, where the present
a
D. Garner,
Alfred
hours
Salmon
argument today, Judge ScanCongressman,
Grays
the
ball
to
is
be
the
business
transacted
park by
Important
and the Las Vegas team. The game supporter of Speaker Cannon, was de- lon took the plea for a wrifiof habeas
and the public is invited to attend.
resulted 10 to 4 in favor of the Sal- - feated by R. U. Heaton, on an "insur- corpus for Lee O'Neil Browne, the
Walked 72 Miles and Saved Fare
Democratic House leader in the Illi.Icihn Trapp, aged IS, and Silas Trapp, mou Grays and when the news was gent" platform.
the
Lewis M. Emory, Jr.. who was the nois assembly charged with bribery,
at
! 11..: lied last night on a screen
72
Carri-miles
walked
from
aged 1,
candidate for gov- under advisement, and will announcj
was prolonged independent-fusiozozo. where they attended court, to! Elks' theater there
elechis decision tomorrow morning.
Roswell, in order to save the fare of! cheering. The weather was good for ernor at the last gubernatorial
was
for
defeated
the
there
said
is
that
tion,
Republican
but
it
excursions,
$;0.
the FARMER AND TEACHER FIRST.
in
nomination
was at
City Council Tomorrow Evening A were fewer anglers out than did not Congressional
E.
district
Charles
twenty-firs- t
tihe
be
by
first
and
engine
will
council
of
the
expected
session
city
(Continued from Page One.)
held tomorrow evening in the new break down bringing home the wily Patten, the candidate of the regular
wing of the party.
rooms assigned to the city by the cour- - trout.
Dalzell Given Hot Run.
cessful, and best, attended county intesy of the board of county commis
6.
THREE INJUNCTIONS
Almost
stitute ever held in Santa Fe county.
June
sioners in the new court house.
complete
Pittsburg,
NOW ISSUED. returns received in the twenty-nintQuite a number of able speakers and
Museum of New Mexico AnnouncementThe Puye room will be closed
Congressional district indicate the de- - educators will address the institute
(Continued From Page One.)
until futher notice, on account of necfeat of Congressman W. H. Graham from time to time.
The following is the list of teach
of
The
exhibition
for
by his opponent,
essary repairs.
Central American and Mexican pic- tilicates of incorporation of domestic Slephen G. Porter, chairman of the ers enrolled at this morning's session:
From Out of Town.
ture writings which was to have open- corporations, and therefore ought to Republican city committee.
Miss Zoe E. Smith, Otto; Miss Gret-che- n
ed today will be postponed for a week. be published the same as those cer- with only a
In the twenty-eightArt Reception at Old Palace The tificates described in Section i. It few districts missing, Joseph C. ShipDixon, EI Rito; Misses Amelia
exhibition of paintings of Artist W. E. must be quite as necessary to give ley, a former Congressman, has de- Martinez and Cerila Martinez, Velar-defMiss Refugio Guillen, Alcalde;
Rollins will be under the auspices of this information to the public as to feated the present Congressman, Nelthe ladies' committee of the New foreign corporations as it is to give son P. "Wheeler. J. David McJunking Miss Dixie Dixon, El Rito; Miss Delia
Mexico Museum and will be given to- - it with reference to domestic corpora- - was nominated in the twenty-seconDarrah, Venus; Miss Natividad J. Marmorrow and Wednesday in the histor- lions.
Chimayo; Mrs.. George Dixon, El
tinez,
district, Congressman George Huff
Messrs. Miguel C. Jaramillo, J.
Yours truly,
ic room of the 0!d Palace instead of
Rito;
retiring.
Teofilo
at the Fonda as first announced The (Signed): FRANK W. CLANCY,
Ortega, Santiago J. Martinez,
Congressman John Dalzell of PittsL. M. Ortiz, and Victoriano Cruz, all
public is invited.
Attorney General.
burg, an "old guard" of twenty-twDr. Harrison Here Tuesday 'PharArrest by Mounted Police.
years' experience in "Washington, is of Chimayo; Ramon Gonzales, IldeSixto
L.
W.
macist Zook has received a letter from
Garcia,
E.
Ortiz, Jarales;
fonso;
Mounted Policeman
Dudley declared to have won a
Dr. "W. H. Harrison the eye specialist reported the following arrests to head- - jn the thirtieth district over Former Glorieta.
From Santa Fe.
in the U. S. Indian service will be quarters today: Rafael Flores and Mayor Robert J. Black, of McKeeshere tomorrow afternoon as he has nrotner at Corona. Wanted as wit- - )0rt. The victory according to latest
Misses Joan Ballantyne, Enriqueta
been ordered to western Arizona. Dr. nesses at Carrizozo.
count tonight with three pTecincts De Aquero, Carlota Arniijo, Julia De
Harrison has been connected with the w E Salmon, who escaped from an missing, out of 205 showed a majori- - Aquero, Louise S. Alarid, Tiburceta
incnan service borne u.ue ami is wen omcer at Clovis, and was apprehend- - ty of but 400 for the veteran, but Gonzales, Josie Lujan, Ambrosita Roknown in this city
Black had not conceded his defeat.
driguez, Margaret Cunningham, Franed at Vaughn.
Vehicles Must Carry Lights Last
ces Martinez, Lena Krick, Mabel WatIn Iowa.
Gabriel Anaya, wanted in El Paso
evening the streets were thronged county, for theft of a horse.
Des Moines, Iowa, June 6. Par- son, Sarah McCoy, Tonita Ortiz, Ruby
with vehicles without lights and acciin the state primary cam- Roibal, Hazel Sanford. Mrs. Lillian
ticipants
Postmaster
Appointed.
dents were narrowly averted. On
with almost ceaseless Waffensmith, Mrs. M. C. Navarro, Mrs.
6.
Jerepaign,
weary
D.
June
C,
Washington,
Saturday evening 42 arrests were miah P. Looney has been appointed a speech making were glad to be strict Josifita A. Romero, Mrs. John V. Conmade of drivers of teams without
Everywhere, way; Messrs. Jose Ortiz y Baca, Manof the fourth class at Sabbatarians yesterday.
Can-didlights. Mayor Seligman is determin- postmaster
claims
of
the
the
however,
Republi- - uel N. Montoya, Narciso Lujan,
N. M.
ed to enforce the ordinance requiring Monero,
V.
and
John
Ortiz,
Conway.
jean gubernatorial . candidates, and
Busy at Land Office.
all sorts of vehicles and bicycles to
those of aspirants in the seventh and
There has been a very noticeable ninth Congressional districts, were
carry lanterns after dark.
There is always some person at one
ctr Veterans The failing off in original homestead en-- !
United Spanish
time or another who has printing to be
eagerly discussed,
regular monthly meeting of Clay tries at the federal land office in this
jn these districts where Congress- - done and if the work is to be first
ween ump iNo. o win iaKe piace ai. city, but Register M. K. Utero ana Ke-- 1 men Hu'l and Smitfh, are closely class the New Mexican job printing
Grand Army hall Tuesday evening, ceiver Fred Muller and their office pressed by the
"progressive" candi-Jun- department can fill tihe bill. Why get
Since Commander Mul- - force of five clerks are kept very busy dates, and where the result will be printing that isn't first class, any way,
7, 1910.
ler will leave some time during the nevertheless, principally on work in considered as having a national bear-wee- since appearance today is of such
for the east it is earnestly de- - connection with Indian allotments and ing the campaign will be waged un
sired that every member of the camp ' wjth land withdrawals. A few years ' to the last moment before the
primary
attend uais meeting, communications ago only one clerk was employed in Tuesday.
If you are In need of anything, try
of a great deal of interest to every the office but business has increased
New Mexican Want: Ad.
Both Hull and Smith, the latter par--- a

Minor City Topics
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No-
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No
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spell-bindin-

GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a 6z

Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges serd
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago Hi., ard get a nice
Silver PlaU d Orange Spoon.
6--

g

i

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every o.y, picked ripe shipped on ict, tire
flavor 15c Everything tie tr.ai ktt fiords in ve
&

gretaDles.

j

Fte Hl

F. ANDREWS

4.

n

'

SPECIAL
SALE

LACES Sl EMBR0IPER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

greceived our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and

Ale have just

h

designs.

fi

.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE TH tC M

ADOLF

h

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

d

4

o

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

1

-

I

Lump, nut and

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

mine run coal
YRDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR '

NEW

MEXICO

CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
&S3C

SATISFACTION

rlnbl

bLnhS

ASSURED

corrick's hack line t

ODOKE
ORKIOfC. Prop

e

;

HACK SERVICE

popuiaJ'prices

t f

o

j

Buggies and Saddle Horses

k

"'

'

j
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Young Men Who are

About

to Graduate.
don't graduate very often in tms
world; some of you only once, perhaps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.
You

For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you
want to look as well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
your friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
stylish, and they fit right.

I
i

We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our repre-

mm
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t!

2ili

w

Mjikm

HP"y8"
Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner & Marx

sentative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.

NATHAN SALMON
Copyright

1KN

by

Hut SchaSner & Marx

H

